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GOP candidate rallies Bangor crowd
By ELISABETH PONSOT
NEWS EDITOR

THOMAS ROUIER THE COtBY ECHO

1 local police officer conducts a f ield sobriety- test downtown.

Alcohol question
spills off-campus
Impact of student
alcohol abuse f elt
in community
By SUZANNE MERKELSON
EDITOR IN CHIEF

In recent months , discourse on student f i f e has focused primarily on
drinking behavior on campus This
topic has become so entrenched in
t ampUS discussions that many have
< ome to know it simply as 'the alcohol
issue " This is the f inal installmtnt of
a five part series designed tondtfr ess
responses by the administrations, faculty, students, alumni , parents and the
Waterville community to the abusive
drinking crisis.
"Colby students arrested for giving
minors a place to dnnk. " '"College alcohol woes worsen " "Colby seniors
celebrate end of classes " "Colleges
work to lower level of underage .
hinge boozing."
These headlines, from local newspapers like The Morning Sentinel and
The Portland Press Herald , are what
many area residents associate with the
College and its students. Aside from
the press, community members also
encounter the affects of alcohol abuse
on and off campus through their roles
.is Waterville police officers . Delta
imbutancc emp loyees , downtown bar
proprietors and off-campus student
leaders

munity : "When there are that many
public safety personnel on campus,
people do take a look at that ,"
Massey said. The number and types
of incidences on campus each year
change perceptions throughout the
community."
"[Major incidents at the College]
definitely strain our resources," Tim
Beals , Executive Director of Delta
Ambulance, said. Delta 's presence on
campus is a usually a sign that students may have partied too hard on a
given weekend. "Any large incident
does. It could be a bus accident or a
chemical spill ," Beals said. "The patients have to be moved and there are
significant resources needed. You still
have your other calls. It would strain
any system."
Beals insisted that Delta responds
to College-related calls like it does to
any of the other 18 types of incidents
it covers. "It doesn 't stand out in a
sense: 'Oh my gosh , it was Colby
College ,*" he said. "It 's more like,
'Oh my gosh, there arc 20 patients. *"
Massey expressed concern over the
safety of students more than anything
else. "As chief of police, I simply cannot allow drinking to get out of control to a point where someone gets
seriousl y injured ," he said.
NEIGHBOR RELATIONS

Alcohol use at the College takes on
another dimension when brought offcampus into the neighborhoods of
Waterville and the surrounding area.
Usually over 100 students live offcampus
each
EMERGENCY
year—mostl y junSERVICES
iors and seniors.
The College 's
Parties are a part of
relationship with
life
off-campus,
local law enforcejust as they are onment is often hig hcampus. And somelighted
throug h
times , they get
major
incidents ,
busted.
such as last May 's
"We respond to
Champagne on the
[parties] like every
Steps, leading to
other call ," Massey
the hospitalization
said. "We go there
of fourteen stuwithout preconcepdents. Many questions about what
tioned the fact that
we 're going to do
emergency service
and look at the situresources tied up
ation , the noise
because of stulevel , the numbers
dents ' binge drinkof people, how
ing. Police Chief
Joe Massey folks respond to us,
Joe Massey has
if there 's obvious
WVPD Chief of Police
been working in
underage drinking.
Waterville for 22
Just like we do for
years and said that in his tunc here, parties that ore not Colby related."
"we've dealt with alcohol related isDeputy Police Chief Charles Rumsues on campus in varying degrees. sey serves as WVPD's representative
Some years, there seems to be a lot on the College 's Champagne Steps
more alcohol use and issues and in- Working Group. "[Alcohol] is a negcidences revolving around alcohol"
ative factor in the relationship beThe police often accompany rescue tween students and locals," he said.
units on calls to the campus. "It tics "As public safety officers, we don 't
up a lot of emergency medical , fire have much of a relationship with peoand rescue personnel when they 're on ple who aren 't breaking the law. But
campus," Massey said. "We 'd rather with a loud party and college students,
have them dealing with other issues the only interaction you have is when
downtown But when we 're getting someone has too much to drink or is
that many calls and respondcrs are not belligerent or gets hospitalized." This
comfortable dealing with intoxicated creates a perception that this behavior
peop le who may be aggressive or act is a widel y accepted norm.
out , we want officers there."

It ties up a lot of
emergency
medical , fire and
rescue personnel when they're
on campus...
We'd rather
have them
dealing with
other issues
downtown.

This draws attention in the com-

See ALCOHOL, Page 8

Republican nominee for Vice President and Governor of Alaska Sarah
Palin landed in Bangor International
Airport on Thursday to speak to an estimated crowd of 5,000 Mainers on
October 16 about her ticket 's recipe for
change in America.
At the campaign
event in Bangor—
her f irst event since
Wednesday night 's
final presidential debate between Senator Barack Obama
and Senator John
McCain— Governor
Palin spoke on taxes,
energy, the military
and the merits of her
running mate . Senator John McCain.
"Now more than
ever we need someone tough as president who can lead
on day one. We need
a leader with experience and courage
and good jud gment and truthfulness. ..
We need John McCain," she said.

self-proclaimed
Thursday 's
"Road to Victory Rally" follows
appearances in Northern Maine by
the governor 's husband. Todd,
who spent two days last week
greeting supporters, posing for
photographs and signing autographs in the state 's 2"'1 Congressional District.
Among the politicians in attendance was Senator Ol ympia
Snowe
(RME). Snowe,
who accompanied Palin off
the McCainPalin campaign
jet. spoke before the governor 's speech ,
Governor Palm spoke to Mainers at Bangor
giving her endorsement to
the Republican
ticket.
quo, of being serious agents of change
"It comes dowr l and bipartisanshi p. That means that
to this ," Snowt r we need to elect the ticket of Senator
Sarah Pa tin said. "If we wan t John McCain and Governor Palin. "
Governor of Alaska
to put Amcric;i
Waving to a cheering crowd in
GOP VP Nominee
back on the ngh t Hangar 11, Palin noted that she felt
track , we have t( > ri ght at home in Bangor. "1 feel like
elect a team o f I' m at home because I see the
leaders who have a demonstratet 1 Carhartts and the steel-toed boots,"
track record of rejecting the statu. > she said. "And I see. mixed in there

Now more than
ever we need
someone tough
as president
who can lead on
day one. We
need a leader
with experience
and courage...

ALEXANDER RICHARDS/THE COLBY ECHO

International Airport on Thursday

with the suits and ties, the NRA hats
and all those good things that remind
me of home."
She began her speech looking to
draw clear distinctions between her
running mate and the opposition.
"Last night everyone in America got a
clear look at the choice that we face
See PALIN, Page 9

Congressional candidates spar in Page
many
students ' partisanship in Washington. After
stating that people find bipartisanminds on the Hill.
Frary and Michaud ship to be a magical word. Frary
agreed that Maine said "I don 't see any hope in biparshould drill for oil , tisanship. "
Michaud said he would call on his
with Frary stating that
"we may drag our experience of supporting bipartisanfeet about it but we ship, saying, "We got to break down
have to drill. "
those barriers," and "If it 's a good
Michaud contin- bill , it 's a good bill and we gotta
ued, saying "we have pass it."
When Michaud asked Frary to
a large net of natural
resources here in discuss his plan regarding Social SeMaine. " He listed curity and pensions, Frary stated that
wind and tidal power we are bound for bankruptcy as "a
as two accessible mathematical certainty," and the only
green options to way to fix it is to "tax the young
complement
in- people to hell. "
In what turned out to be a lighter
creased
drilling.
Michaud stressed the moment in the debate, the moderaimportance of bipar- tors directed a question to Frary retisanship at the na- garding his ability to have integrity
THOMAS BOUIER THE COLBY ECHO
tional
level
to in Washington because of several
Candidates f o r the 2nd District Congressional race debated on Thursday
formulate an effec- name-calling comments like "Mike,
tive energy policy. like a host of other spineless weehow they planned to specificall y ad- He cited his experience on a national nies in Washington... " that Frary
dress the recent economic turmoil in resources committee that passed has posted on his webpage
light of the questionable success of "major legislation " desp ite partisan www.fraryforcongress.com. Frary
laughed and said, "1 thought I'd
the recently-passed $700 billion
divisions within the group.
bailout.
Frary rebutted that the problem lighten things up " Michaud said of
campaigning
against Frary, "It 's
Michaud , who won the coin toss to will not be solved by bipartisan
respond first, said, "I did not support agreement but by "mutual conces- been educational. "
BY ALLISON EHRENREICH
The Colby Democrats and the
the bailout ," and explained the faults sion" that Congress may develop a
NEWS STAFF
he found in the p lan and what "Con- bill. Later in the debate , a Maine Colby College Republicans held parThe College welcomed Democratic gress should have done." While he did resident asked what either candidate tisan rallies for their respective candiincumbent Mike Michaud and Re- state that he and some peers sat down would do to break down destructive dates prior to the debate.
publican candidate John Frary to cam- to discuss which options arc available,
pus for the 2nd District Congressional he did not specifically address what
he will do next term to tackle the
on Thursday, October 16.
The event , attended by a crowd of problem. In response to a later quesstudents and local Mainers , was tele- tion from a citizen about how to imwww.ColbyEcho.com
vised by Maine Public Broadcasting prove in Maine 's work force,
Network (MPBN), and was held Michaud said he would "review
under a partnership with the Univer- what's out there and reevaluate what
sity of Maine 's Margaret Chase Smith we actually have "
"1 did not admire that bill ," Frary
Policy Center and the University of
Southern Maine 's Muskie School of said of the $700 billion bailout. "The
name of this crisis is a financial
Public Service.
The two men discussed issues panic." The "objective here was to
that will come before Congress next arrest the panic , and they failed misterm during the hour-long debate in erably...There was no Plan B on the
table except 'Do Nothing, ' Plan C
Page Commons.
The candidates touched on topics being 'Do Nothing Harder. '" Like
such as the economy, the environ- Michaud , Frary did not propose his
ment and partisanship in Washing- own plan to combat the economic
ton , and responded to questions crisis, onl y a discourse on Congress *
posed by moderators Jennifer Rooks state of confusion. He cited refinery
and A.J. Higgins from Maine Public as a concrete option to augment
Broadcasting Network and a collec- Maine 's economy.
The second question , "What fedtion of Maine residents. Each candidate also had the opportunity to eral measures would most benefit
address his opponent with two ques- Maine in achieving energy independence and lowering energy costs
tions of his own.
Incumbent Michaud is in his sixth for Mainers? What provisions do
term in the House of Representa- you support to safeguard the natural
tives. Frary is a retired professor and environment as we explore alternaan editor of The International Mili- tive energy sources?" provided the
candidates with an opportunity to
tary Encyclopedia.
The candidates were first asked address a subject in the forefront of

Hour-long debate
covers contentious
district issues
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SGA ELECTION

First-yearrepschosenby campuspeers

Doug Proctor '12 and Justin Rouse

By JAMES BELTRAN
NEWS STAFF

First-Year Class Representative
elections, held October 8-10 .
marked a new chapter in first-year
Student Government Association
involvement
In past years, first-year representatives were appointed b> the Executive
Board. « hereas this > ear. Justin Rouse
"12 and Doug Proctor '12 were selected via popular ballot
SGA President Patrick Boland
"0° explained the reason for making
the first-year class representatives an
elected position this year: "Last
year's appointment led to some first
years " questioning] wh y they had
no input into the selection, and why
an election was not held "
As a result . Boland said that
SGA felt that this year 's first-year

tion is easy and takes
the burden off of the
shoulders of the SGA
President In addition , it
is far more democratic."
Despite concerns that
the first-year students did
not know the candidates
for class representative
well enough, Boland said
that he hoped that SGA
would permanentl y make
the first-year class representative an elected position: "We hope that the
next President and Vice
President will continue
this new tradition, and indeed expand it so that we
are no longer appointing
people to fill positions
that should be filled by
elections."
Rouse expressed full
CAPOUME DICKSON THE COLB* ECHO
'12 were elected to represent their class.
support for making the selection of the first-year
representatives based on
class should elect their own repre- an election "Every position in SGA
sentatives "This year, we decided it
should be elected, exeept for the
was \mportam that the first year Executive Board , which should be
class had ownership of the process," appointed at the approval of the
Boland said. "And that is why we Presidents ' Council. That goes withdecided to allow first years to out question; if students are supchoose their own representatives
posed to feel represented by their
Boland admitted that although
government they must always have
the elections for first-year class a vote in the matter."
representatives this year was imRouse, who ran on platforms to
perfect there was si gnificant voter resolve the drinking issue at the Colturnout from the first-year class. lege as well as to address the hous"The process of the actual elec- ing situation, said that the first-year
tion was difficult as this was the class representative election was
first one of the year and we had confusing and obscure.
little practice in conducting one .
"The campaigns were not as visiHowever, the difficulties do not ble as they should have been. I felt
outweig h the democratic principles
that the election were rushed, unorinvolved," he said.
ganized and lacking clear goals." He
Electing the first-year class rep- added that "students had nothing
resentatives contained additional
more than a newspaper article and
benefits '"In some ways, the deci- some scattered e-mails provided to
sion to make it an elected posi- them in order to make this decision."
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Rouse commented that to enhance
the legitimacy of subsequent elections for first-year class representatives, SGA needed to add debates
and speeches The absence of both.
Rouse said, contributed to low voting levels.
"Out of a class of 500 students
where every student can have two
votes, we had 450 votes , which
means only 45 percent of freshmen took an interest in voting.
Colby is much more politically active than the general public; our
voter turnout should definitely
break 50 percent "
Several first-year students also
thoug ht that the elections for firstyear class representatives were disorganized Jennifer Gemmcll "12
thought that the candidates should
have spoken in person: "1 think there
should have been speeches, because
I didn 't know anybody."
She remarked that the speeches
would have allowed the first-year
class to know the candidates more in
depth . Gemmell stated that she did
not vote for this reason and added
that she did not mind whether the
first-year class representatives were
appointed or elected.
To improve on the effectiveness
of the first-year class representative
elections . Rebecca Chenard '12 suggested that SGA should send a reminder e-mail the day before the
elections close. Althoug h Chenard
admitted that she did not vote , saying "I forgot about it ," she supported
the idea that the first-year class representatives should be elected: "I
think the first-year class should have
an opportunity to choose someone to
represent them."
Alex Merriweather "12 , however,
doubted the decision to elect the
first-year class representatives.
"Since we 've onl y been here for a
couple of weeks, 1 felt that I didn 't
know really what SGA does or
who the candidates were," she said.
"I think that appointing the freshmen representatives may have been
a better choice simply because we
as a class don 't know each other
very well yet nor do we know
everything that SGA does," Memweather added.
Memweathcr, who voted in the
elections, said that both the candidates for first-year representative
and SGA should have spoken to
the first-year class.
"I think maybe SGA could have
had a time allotted for freshmen
speeches for the candidates. " She
added that "the [SGA] could have
also sent out a General Announcement explaining SGA , what it has
power over, and what the freshman
representatives arc responsible for."
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Stuart Krussel! '85 spoke on Iraq s future in Diamond on Monday.

"Hindsight" lecture
looks toward future
By RACHEL GOFF
NEWS STAFF

Constant reports of insurgency attacks, civilian casualties and increased spending by the federal
government , has caused the American-led war in Iraq to become an extremel y controversial issue.
Stuart Krusell '85 shared his experiencesas director of the Iraq program
for the International Republican Institute (IRI), a non-profit organization
dedicated to promoting democracy
worldwide , at the College on Monday His address was part of the Goldfarb Center for Public Affairs and
Civil Engagement Lecture Series, titled "Iraq: From 20/20 Hindsight to
Future Vision."
Krussel believes that different actions
could have been taken in the time leading up to the Iraq war, yet he emphasized that , "reasons are being trumped
by reality— " the real question is, "what
arc we going to do now we're (here?"
Krusell stressed the fact that the promotion of democracy is not achieved
by invasion. The United States * intention was not to impose democracy on
Iraq, but to help establish a government that could sustain itself once the
U.S. withdrew its support. He pointed
out that although the IRI didn 't tell citizens of Iraq that they needed democracy, the IRI was able to find
individuals in Iraq who were supporters regardless and who, in an effort to
hep the cause, even risked their lives in
support of the common cause.
Working with these supporters,
Krusell and the IRI promoted "democratic ideals" in Iraq through the media.
Prior to the 2005 election in Iraq, the
IRI made many public service announcements encouraging people to
vote and produced the first televised debates between political parties. With the
help of the IRI , Iraq 's first free election
in fifty years was broadcast to 3.5 million Iraqi homes, increasing political
awareness across the country.

The IRI worked to stress the impor
tance of democracy throughother medi
urns. The organization worked ii
conjunction with the Civic Coalition foi
Free Elections (CCFE) to distribuu
thousands of packages of powdercc
milk containing pro-democracy mes
sages across the region, assisted in tru
development of different political par
ties in Iraq, and helped to train thesi
new parties in the art of campaigning
They also trained civil leaders for youth
women, and non-profit organizations
and launched nationwide voter educa
tion campaigns. Krusell explained tha
democracy is not about elections; it h
about "engaging in society."
As former executive director of tin
World Affairs Council in Boston ani
program officer for the IRI' s divisior
in Asia, Krusell has visited many for
ei gn countries, including Morocco
Bangladesh, Malaysia and Cambodia
His experiences in these countric
have made him realize how lucky he ito live in the U.S., but he believe:
many Americans do not share this re
alization—they do not appreciate
democracy and the basic human right'
that they are guaranteed. According tc
Krusell, "people need to be able ti
have a dream in their own country, '
and the more people that share this vi
sion, the better the future will 6e.
Krussel reminded students that the)
represent an elite minority that has access to a higher education. Krusell referred to students as "decision-maker
of the future," and emphasized the im
portance of engagement in international affairs. He encouraged student;
to take advantage of the many opportunities available to them here at thi
College, and to do things as simple a;
seeking out international students tc
discuss the United States in global af
fairs, because "they 've been througl
this transition."
Above all, Krusell warned against
the dangers of hindsight. "If yoi
know the future." he said, "you art
probably wrong "

President speaks to parents
By ALEXANDER RICHARDS
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Throughout the course of the semester, the administration has made a point to
keep the student body informed regarding the state of affairs at the College
through official announcements, working
groups, and addresses to the campus
community.
On Saturday, October 18, President
William D. Adams brought these same
issues before a crowd during his Family Homecoming Weekend State of the
College Address. While Adams made
sure to touch on traditionally popular
issues, such as rcaccreditation and alcohol use, the majority of his time was
devoted to discussing how the state of
the national economy has affected and
will continue to affect the College in the
coming months and years.
Adams opened by assuriflg tlie audience that the College "has beenvery conservativeon virtually every financial front
over the last period of time that I have
been here and certainly for many years
betbrc that"
Despite this positive outlook,
Adams admitted that the College has
incurred a significant amount of financial loss due to the turmoil in the markets. Specifically, he cited the
College 's involvement in a money
market fund typically used to pay the
College 's expenses. The account was
closed, and currently, "we have received 50 percent of the assets back"
from the original investment. Furthermore, Adams noted the 25 percent decline in value of the endowment , which

was previously valued at $630 million
Beyond these financial issues.
Adams explained that the "real economy" is also impactingthe College, anc
will play a significant factor in determining the comprehensive fee in tht
coming years. Additionally, the Collegt
expects to see a slowdown in terms ol
the completion of capital projects, sucti
as the Roberts Row renovation.
In the final few moments of his
speech, Adams turned his attention tc
positive developments for the College
Of particular interest were tangible improvements that parents had the opportunity to encounter over the weekend
such as the overhaul of Pierce anc
Perkins-Wilson dormitories, the remova!
of loans from financial aid packages anc
the completion of the Cotter Union project, which Adams stated was "meeting
our programming needs and the need*
and expectations of our students." Before closing, Adams touched on the recent rcaccreditation, changes to the
COOT2 program, and the rcvitalization
of the Career Center under Directoi
Roger Woolsey.
During the following question anc
answer question, Adams reassuredparents that the administration was addressing the issue of "logjam classes'
like microeconomics, which he believes can be accredited to the "underlying issue ..of a huge number ol
majors." He also reiterated the College's efforts to "parity" gender ratios,
support employee families through financial troubles and ensure that students graduate with an acceptable level
of financial aptitude.

Senatorial candidate speaks on Hill
that his awareness on both local
and national issues demonstrates
preparedness for tackling the problems he has already seen in Washington. "You're in a world where
everything is connected to everything else ," began his exp lanation
of the economic crisis facing
Maine. Citing the weakened lobster industry, Allen told students
that the problems of Maine can
often be the result of factors outside of the state borders . The
American hub for addressing these
issues lies in Washington , and he
said it was his "sense of responsibility " that guides him toward
change.
After his chat with students,
Allen ceded the floor to Whitehouse, who referred to the current
policies of the Bush administration
as "bumper sticker solutions to
complex problems which demeans
our country, our intellect and our

COURIESV C* ANM* KELEMEN

Tom Allen shook hands with City Councilor Henry Beck '09 after the talk.

Conversation
emphasized need
f or change in D. C.

only asset that the Representative
offers to the peop le of Maine.
Allen and his supporters believe

echo

news in brief

ability to solve these issues." Esquire magazine recently ranked
Whitehouse as one of the ten best
members of congress in 2008.
The senator explained to students
how the political process in Washington regarding voting "reall y"
works and how peop le like Allen
could provide a new. workable environment , which he said is needed
in order for the next president to
pass legislation. Thanking students
for their contributions to Allen 's
campaign, Whitehouse said, "This
is a winnable race We need your
energy and for you to pass it on."
The senator later joked , "You need
to have your head examined if
you 're willing to vote for Barack
Obama and not Tom Allen."
Before leaving the College to
continue his campaign , Allen concluded by saying, "There is a
path—a path to real change, addressing the crises of the moment.

Event Friday encourages early voting
This Friday from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. the League of Progressive Voters ard
the Colby chapter of Obama 's Campus Coalition for Change will be offering shuttle rides to the polls at City Hall , encouraging all students registered in Maine to vote early. The event, called Vote Louder, will also include
art performances, food and music.
"There is going to be an unprecedented number of people voting on Election Day," Samantha Given-Dennis *09, part of the leadership team of the
Campus Coalition for Change, said. She encouraged students to vote early
to help ease traffic at the polls on Nov. 4 so that everyone can fit into the alloted time. "Essentially we want to get out the vote early so people who
have little time to go vote on Election Day can take more advantage of that
amount of time. "
If you are interested in volunteering during the last two weeks of the
campaign you can contact Given-Dennis at sngivend@colby.edu
— Chelsea Eakin, Editor in Chief

By DASH WASSERMAN
NEWS STAFF

Students packed Dana 's Fairchild
Room on Friday, October 17 to
hear the words of Democratic Scn,ite nominee Tom Allen. The representative
of
Maine 's
1st
Congressional District
in the
United States House of Representatives was met with a standing
ovation as he entered with Senator
Sheldon Whitchousc of Rhode Island. Allen opened by directly addressing the students, stating "Your
generation will be the deciding
factor in this election. "
Allen , who was first elected to office 1996, has been re-elected five
limes since, and hopes to serve as a
Maine senator following this campaign season.
Allen 's current campaign against
Republican incumbent Senator Susan
Collins has gained a lot of media attention outside of Maine , and his visit
to the College marks an attempt to
reach out to today 's youth. As a battleground state in the coming elec-
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Allen is
currently
seeking higher
office in order
to effect change
regarding the
removal of
troops in Iraq,
universal
healthcare,
economic
improvement,
and the high
cost of energy.
tion , it seems as if the presidential
and state campaigns are intertwined
more than ever for Republicans and
Democrats alike. The College Democrats and the Barack Obama Campus Coalition for Change sponsored
the luncheon in an attempt to raise
awareness about Allen 's campaign
and raise interest among younger voters to become politically active.
"Field organization is critical ," Allen
said, and thanked students on the Hill
for their hard work and dedication.
Allen is currentl y seeking higher
office in order to effect change regarding the removal of troops in
I raq, universal healthcare , economic
improvement and the high cost of
energy. When asked which two issues were personally most important
to him , Allen replied that healthcare
and climate change were of utmost
importance. Allen advocates universal healthcare. "We ought to be able
to catch up to the rest of the developed world ," he said. A longtime
advocate for affordable prescription
drugs, Allen gained national attention for his work in the House of
Representatives. As for climate
change , he noted that the science
behind global warming is very clear,
and that the problem can be addressed by utilizing American ingenuity
and
expanding
green
technology to countries such as
India and China with large emissions of greenhouse gases.
A *67 Bowdoin Alum , Rhodes
Scholar, and '74 Harvard Law
Alum , Allen 's education is not the
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EDITORIAL

Vote responsibly

Our McCain: A quiet campaign

Friday the League of Progress^ e Voters and the Campus Coalition for Change are
This
sponsoring a day-long event shuttling students to City Hall and encouraging early voting The Echo encourages those students registered in Maine to vote early. As students.
\v e ha\ e a little more flexibility than mam other citizens and should take advantage of the ndes
to town and vuie It is easy and it will hel p reduce traffic on Election Day. increasing the likelihood that those who have full time jobs and limited time will be able to get in and cast their
vote
l>ne of the necessities oi participating in the election process is understanding the issues at
hand Being enfranchised IN not necessarily a right, it 's a privilege. And with that privilege
comes the responsibility of doing research We encourage you to vote, but more importantly, we
encourage you to comprehend what or whom it is you 're voting for or against. It 's not enough
to vote along the lines of a party sou think vou belong to. or vote for what your friends arc voting for. or vote according to v\ hat the signs posted around campus tell you.
Sent ueek the Echo will be publishing a Voter Guide to be used as just that - a guide We
also encourage vou to look elsewhere If you feel you don 't fully understand an issue or candidate 's position, leave that pan of the ballot blank. Our votes have a big impact on what happens
here m Watcrv ille and m the state of Maine We might not be residents here in four years * time;
other citizens will live w ith the repercussions of our choices.
C\ er and over we proclaim on this campus that we are citizens of Waterville. and we w ant
the rights and privileges that come with that status Voting responsibly is a step toward earning
that privilege If there are issues on the ballot that you don 't know anything about , leave them
blank We should not be voting blindl y on issues that you may know nothing about them.
In the coming days and weeks we hav e the opportunity-no, the responsibility-to educate ourselv es on w ho the different candidates are as well as the different options on ballot questions and
how their indiv idua! stances effects will influence your life. Look past party lines to figure out
what vou really believe Choose the candidates who will reall y work for you, your views, and
>our need> as a citizen If you look hard enough you will most likely find that the candidate from
the party >ou most closelv identify' with in a race is not always the one that fits you the best. If
you do not put in the time, vou are not actively participating.
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you in the long run. Who someone voted for
in 2004 seems irrelevant to their character or
integrity. What matters is this moment, this
election, and in four years it will be that election. Who we are is always developing and
changing, and though we might fight for the
next few weeks, we will eventually be sharing
the same president once again and be living
as united people of America.
Though it is true our ideals and values can
be evident through who we vote for, it is also
unfair to assume anyone who is voting for cither candidate shares their exact ideas and so-

cial standards . I can tell you that I already
voted for Obama , but that doesn 't tell you
much about who I am, specifically, or what I
believe about each of the issues. It gives you
a pretty good idea, but 1 am not defined by
who I voted for. No one is. This is exactl y
why it shouldn 't be embarrassing to admit
you 're voting republican , to stand up for who
you want as president and to admit that right
now, you 're different. You have reasons for
voting for McCain , and you shouldn 't have to
hide them.
There is a reason we have political privacy, wh y we vote in curtained cubicles. But
we shouldn 't have to be embarrassed by voting ! We shouldn 't be embarrassed by having
an opinion , having different values, or liking
a certain candidate. According to an article I
read Tuesday by Paul Bond on
Rcuters.com , republicans feel bullied in Hollywood. Most, the article
says, are "closeted ," afraid to speak
their minds. Though people wear
Obama buttons on their jackets to
auditions, others wouldn 't be caug ht
dead wearing a McCain tee shirt for
fear of losing the role. This sounds
like closc-mindcdncss , an atmosphere of fear. In other conservative
parts of the country, of course , the
fear and caution is reversed. Still , we
don 't need this oppression here , and
I' m not sure whose job it is to
change this , or if it 's even possible to
ameliorate the social pressure to be
liberal.
1 have heard people say that the Echo
caters to liberals , but we cannot control who submits articles and who
does not. In these last few weeks,
please, if you 're supporting McCain,
speak your mind. And if you 're supporting
Obama , open yours. We will never change
each other 's opinions or markings on the ballot , but there is no reason we should hate
each other for it or feel uncomfortable about
for whom we are voting. For the next couple
of weeks , let 's check our contempt at the
door if we can It 's O.K. to be conservative;
it 's O.K. to be liberal. I can 't promise you
won 't lose your leading role in the next Matt
Damon movie, but 1 would hope that Colby is
ready to hear more than one united voice , no
matter how strong.

What happened to the hippies?
- -=

ERIC MCDOWELL
KRIS MlRANDA

«,

ANNA KELEMEN
SPECIAL PROJECTS EDITOR

campus of Colby College is not
Th e
Hollywood, not even close. It is forty
degrees and thousands of miles away,
and there are far more students Hashing cameras awkwardly than there are paparazzi. The
clothing is different, the English language is
different, and certainly the lifestyle is different.
Still , as very dissimilar as the two scenes arc.
the political climate seems to be the
same It is no secret that both Colby and
Hollywood are home to liberal . Democratic , Pro-Barack Obama crowds. At
Colby, just walk through Pulver Pavillion and you 'll see bulletin boards plastered with Obama 's head on Rosie the
Riveter 's body, proclaiming "Yes we
can!" and an entire table, exhibiting the
candidates of the Democratic party. Attend a Colby Dems meeting and be one
of over fifty people who attend on a regular basis or read through the digest and
see the advertisements for democratic
events. In Hollywood (those involved in
the TV, movie, and music industries)
86% of political donations have gone to
liberal candidates and many stars have
thrown fundraisers to gain money for the
Obama campaign. The resulting worlds
arc a liberal's paradise, but oppressive,
hostile environments for a conservative.
In the past year, I have seen very little support for John McCain on campus. Though I
wait for conservative articles to come in , they
come infrequentl y and cautiously. If I didn 't
know better, I would think that almost everyone at Colby supported Obama. The reality,
however, is that there are probably many people who will vote for McCain on November
4th. The lack of outward support does not accurately reflect the amount of people who are
conservative or those who are independent
and plan on voting for Mr. McCain. What
does this say. then? Certainly, Republicans are

not more lazy or quiet than Democrats. Instead, it shows how fearful people are to express these views because they know their
opinion doesn 't share popular support. Perhaps campaigning for McCain on this campus
is a losing battle , but it shouldn 't have to be a
secret, a situation of "don 't ask, don 't tell. "
On one hand , who we arc voting for says a lot
about who we arc. Obama and McCain have
vastl y different policies and fundamental
ideas, so choosing which candidate to support
docs show a lot about your vision for the
country and your personal values. Peop le are
so passionate about the candidates and the issues of the election , so naturally emotions run
high and hot between parties. On the other
hand, who you vote for says very little about

I had a nickel for every time I heard
Ifsomeone complain about how many 'liberal hippies Colby houses, frankly, I
wouldn 't worry about the exorbitant cost of tuition. Perhaps the first way to understand the
phenomena that is the 'liberal hippie ' is to dissect exactl y what one is. In all honesty. I just
wasn 't sure, so in an effort to be thorough , 1
did some research. I began, obviously, w :th an
image search on Google and the photo below
is what popped up.
O.K., this looked simple enough. I concluded that after my afternoon class that
day, 1 would go searching for such a creature as seen in the photo.
I figured I had a definite advantage, seeing
as I live in Foss. Unfortunately, after some deliberation 1 decided it would be much too
creepy to go door-to-door and hold up a picture to the persons face in order to compare it
to the room 's inhabitant. Frustrated by my first
road block in my hippie journey, I sat in my
room and pondered. Eureka! The proverbial
light bulb lit up over my head 1. Our campus is
supposed to be a diverse melting pot , so how
hard could it be to walk around and spot one''
Thankfull y, it was still early enough in the day
that the sun was still shining so I didn 't need
to enlist the help of a flashlight (which would
be as intensely disturbing as my initial door
knocking campaign). It took a few minutes ,
but I finall y found one. I approached the
dreadlock-sporting, tie-die shirt wearing hippie. He smelled as if he hadn 't showered in a
year or two, so I knew he wasn't a poser.
Unfortunatel y, in my excited state I may
have come off as a bit over zealous because he
scumed away quite quickly. I was crushed but
knew I had to persevere and continue my
quest for truth- I decided to go about my research a different way. I would poll students.
After all , UrbanDictionary.com did warn me
that not all hippie-liberals arc confined to the
dress code. As you can tell , my research was
deep Ultimatel y, it wasn't the absence of that
bearded man's twin but the general digests and
atmosphere on campus that lead me to my discovery. What 1 uncovered was extremely disturbing. Colby is not filled with hi pp ie
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liberals! It is not an environment where free
Now, if someone said something outraspeech and creativity are encouraged—- as was geously racist or offensive I could understand
advertised! In fact, many students censor their utter outrage , but I think we all need to
opinions for fear of ridicule!
lig hten up and open up a bit. Some absolute
Simple efforts by SPB to create a light, genius agrees with me, as can be seen on the
fun. inclusive theme , such as Lu 'au for loud- civil discourse. He wrote a hilarious post
ness, were met with protest and outrage. How about how he is half-Transylvanian and becould the event not center on the food and cause of his vampire heritage, found the gartopless women, comp lained the offended lic-fest at Dana this past week seriously
party. The misrepresentation of Hawaii and offensive. We need to follow in this student 's
its customs greatly upset this person. They footsteps and take everything with a grain of
complained that it was customary during that salt. At the risk of sounding like a liberal hiptime that women were bare chested—not pic myself, everyone has the right to express
traipsing around in coconut bra 's as the SPB themselves! You're an atheist? O.K. You
posters had shown What bothered me most don 't like affirmative action? Fine. You're a
was not this opinion, which should be re- financial conservative but a social liberal?
spected but the fact that there is an unspoken That 's fine , too You absolutel y hate strawrule that any other opinion on the matter berry frozen yogurt with a passion? I would
would be racist or unacceptable.
say you 're bizarre, but that 's your opinion
Anthony Bourdain . a well Tespccted. and by God, you have the right to express it!
knowledgeable chef. TV host and author
Shout it from the rooftops if that 's what floats
went to Hawaii for one of his segments on your boat.
the Travel Channel One of the main attracCollege is a cesspool of ideas. Minds are
tions to the island , he documented , was the teeming with ever evolving thoughts and as
Lu 'aus presented to tourists The women students , it 's our right—no! it 's our job—to
were wearing coconut bra 1; and the tiki bars explore them. We learn through heated dewere everywhere. Granted, there was a lavish bates with one another. We advance menbuffet , but the overall picture disp layed was tall y and scholastically with the more
what one would think w ould be a hokey, typ- knowledge we can obtain . We mature ph ysical Luau. Buses filled with hundreds of iolog icall y with the more angles we are extourists flocked to the island hot spot. Let s posed to If were actually going to live up to
face it , how much more authoritative does it our reputation as a school spawning off libget than the Travel Channel?
eral hippies by the dozen , then we need to
Being anti-Obama or pro-life are seen as acting like liberal hippies. Without the notshandas (yiddish for shame) and are not con- showering component , obviously.
sidered things to be said out loud. By the way.
don t knot your nooses just
yet— I am pro-Obama and
pro-choice. But being liberal
does not just mean being
progressive. If 1 had to personally define a libera) I
would suggest something
along the lines of someone
who supports an open arena
foi expression . In returning
to my search for truth. I did
a little more research. According to Wikipedia . as we
all know is the ultimate defincr , liberalism emphasizes
freedom of thought and
speech. If Colby is actually
a breeding ground for liberalism and hippie domination , then why does it seem
PHOTO COLTRTES* Of MAM'H AZOUL*.
that various opinions are unThe stereotypical liberal hippie , as seen at Colby College
acceptable'.'

Not our senator [The critical vision manifesto
Susan Collins is not my Senator. The slogan of her campaign, "Susan Collins Our Senator" is not only insulting and
. ondescending (it is usually spoken with the
-j me tone my kindergarten teacher used), but
it is also wrong. Susan Collins has put her
party ahead of Maine and America time and
nine again. "Isn 't she a moderate Senator?" I
hear you ask. FALSE. Here arc the facts:
Susan Collins supported the radical Bush
agenda time and time again. She may chide
Tom Allen for missing a miniscule amount of
rates, but the fact remains we wish she had
missed some of her votes which supported
some of Bush's biggest mistakes in office. According to Congressional Quarterly:
2006 - Collins voted with Bush 77 percent
it the time
2007 - Collins voted with Bush 79 percent
ol the time
Not only does Collins support Bush almost 80 percent of the time, but her support
tor this wrong-headed and wrong-policied
president is only going up.
Tom Allen is running against "Our Senator ." but he has the right jud gment and has
made the right decisions throughout his enirc career in the Congress. Let 's compare
their records:
IRAQ: Susan Collins has been a staunch
¦-upport of Bush's war in Iraq. Not only did
>lic vote to authorize the war in 2002, but she

opposes a deadline for withdrawal and is a
staunch supportei of an open-ended commitment in Iraq. Tom Allen has always been
against the Iraq war, originall y voting
against it in 2002.
ECONOMY: Susan Collins has voted for
each of Bush's irresponsible tax cuts for the
wealthy (2001, 2003. and 2006). She has voted
for every budget proposed by the administration, something even John McCain hasn't done.
Tom Allen opposes those tax cuts, instead favoring broad middle class tax cuts. He believes
that everyone should be able to afford health
care and to send their children to college.
ENERGY: Susan Collins supported
Bush/Cheney's energy bill , which gave away
huge sums of money to oil companies already
making billions in profit each year. She even
opposed cracking down on oil speculators
who help drive up the cost of gas. Tom Allen
opposed the Bush/Cheney energy bill , wants
to provide Maine families $2,000 for home
heating oil , and has been a champion for tough
environmental protections.
At Colby College, we have the ability to
change this election. There aren 't that many
voters in Maine (700,000 votes in the 2004
Presidential election). We can come out
strong for Tom Allen and make sure that
Tom Allen is elected.
Susan Collins supports the Bush agenda almost 80 percent of the time. She voted for
Iraq, and continues to support this wrong war.
She voted for tax cuts for the rich, while the
middle class is in real trouble. And she supported big giveaways for the oil companies
while they had record profits. She is no moderate. Why should she be "Our Senator" anymore? She shouldn 't. Vote Tom Allen on
November 4. He 's the change we need, and
the change we deserve.
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The League of Progressive Voters on campus is endorsing Tom Allen f o r the Senate.

Pieces of the puzzle
Walking around Colby towards the
latter part of last week, one would
gather that our four day fall break
s synonymous with heaven. I myself couldt imagine being more thankful for the twoiuur crowded Greyhound trip that took me
wme to Portland to see the ruler of my unierse, my fourteen year-old kid brother.
I remember the summer leading up to
ireshman year when my friends and I could" t wait to leave home and grab our indeundence by the horns.
It wasn 't until 1 was submerged into the
ollcge lifestyle that I realized it can be
nore of a stagnant stage of indecision be» een the teen years and true adulthood than
i is of complete independence. The freeturns of skipping classes without detention
tr attending keg parties don 't exactly equate
o a full understanding of oneself.
See, the difference between entering as a
irishm an and where I stand now as a sophmore is that my friends and I are all stating to realize that college isn 't a magic wand
hat causes us to have epiphanies about our
^entities , nor does leaving home make us
Wronger , smarter or more independent.
^e 're not in the real world , we have our
ncals cooked for us, our bathrooms cleaned
>r us , our snow plowed for us , and we're
' ¦pendent on professors to get us through
¦' liege academically and the acceptance of
fiends to pull us through socially. The rebe llious , "I'm going to do it my way, and
nim now forward I'll pave my own path"
ititude was, to say the least, premature.
I was glad to be back in Portland , with
ny football obsessed, meat eating family,
¦
•here life consisted of constant harassment
iHout my fashion sense , weight gain , and
emi tree-hugging lifestyle. In addition , my
est friend relentless dragged every juicy
tetail of possible boy problems right out
ram under me. The political correctness of
he Hill was out the window, replaced by a
cfreshing "tell it to your face" wittiness
rom the most important people in my life ,
tie blessing of being able to say stupid shit
¦: K 1 be unmercifully hammered for it that
ud been missing since summer.

My family and I may have polar opposite
opinions on just about all things but that 's
because they raised me to have my own
mind. Thus, to minimize their contributions
to my life as somehow inferior to a college's contribution would be absurd; there
is no epiphany in college because life in itself is a learning process about identity.
College may consist of diverse minds, but
we're all still in the same age group, living
in the same environment , going to many of
the same classes where we're taught many
of the same things , which results in us
defining intelligence , intellectuality, and
most of all , identity, narrowl y. Ironically
then , being drowned inside Colby College's
definitions of everything has caused me to
look beyond it to find myself and to miss
the people who molded me into the individual I was before Colby.
Even the ride through Augusta,
Yarmouth, and Lewiston reinforced that
there was a world beyond stressful exams,
annoying professors, and weekly parties.
There were ponds , families, trees and homeless people. It represented a world that I'd
partake in after leaving Colby. Furthermore,
I was going home to the people who were
there for me from the beginning, who
helped me enter into the college stage, and
who 'll fight with me through subsequent
stages in my life beyond Colby.
To them I'm not a holy prep-school student.
I'm their niece, grandchild, best friend, daughter and sister. They have the right to address my
problems in a way neither my lovely roommate
nor Colby, with its incessant pursuit of perfection, can. At home, I could be liberated to have
problems, to make my own lunches, and to get
yelled at from time to time. It was liberating to
not be protected from my own opinion.
Too often, and as was definitely the case
for me , college plays into our pretensions
that we 're the only ones responsible for our
successes, but as rebellious and self-efficient
as we'd like to believe we are, we won 't cry
over the piece of paper that is the degree itself, but over the struggles and support of
our families and community members who
made it possible for us to even get into college, catch a pompous attitude, or eventually
hold the diploma in the first place.
So I was thankful to be home for a while,
because college isn 't propelling me into
leaving a stage of my life behind , but it 's
proven to be an opportunity for me to grow
up and appreciate the people who got me
here. After all , I' m only a small piece to the
puzzle of my life and they are the rest.

Being aware of how
p o p culture rocks our
lives and the election

Since her Republican vice-presidential
nomination on August 29, Alaska governor Sarah Palin has taken her share of
criticism. (Yeah, and that thing called the
economy has also fallen into a little slump.)
But in the October 2 issue of Rolling Stone,
"National Affairs" section writer Matt Taibbi
absolutely tears her to shreds. Among the
many passages that are so scathing as to warrant one of those McDonald's "Caution: Contents may be hot" disclaimers, Taibbi writes,
"Here 's what Sarah Palin represents: being a
fat f***ing pig who pins 'Country First' buttons on his man titties and chants 'U-S-A ! US-A!' at the top of his lungs while his kids live
off credit cards...[and on top of that]
she's totally underqualified, a religious
zealot, married to a secessionist, and
unable to educate her own daughter
about sex." Wow. Give me a sec. My
keyboard just caught fire.
Sure, this rant comes as no surprise
considering Rolling Stone as a publication is more liberal than properly applied sunscreen, but that doesn't mean
that we can 't discount all of Taibbi's
points. Better yet, let's take them as
stated and read into their implications.
Indeed, looking beyond the moments
in his article where he pulls out the
meat cleaver, Taibbi brings up several
areas of thinking in which we could all
improve (though he seems to think the
problems are less widespread). And
considering the context of his article,
that is, in a magazine self described as
"the number one pop culture reference
point," we can see that what it suggests
is not just bubbling in the circle next to
"Obama" on your '08 ballot, but also
something we will call "The Critical Vision
Manifesto." Let's begin.
For starters, it is undeniable that Sarah Palin
is mote a product (and sadly, a reflection) of
the state of our nation now than any other
politician in America, and for us that means
we have some work to do. Indeed, as Taibbi
writes, "huge chunks of American voters no
longer even demand that their candidates actually have policy positions: they simply consume
them
as
media
entertainment.. .Americans no longer have the
' energy to do anything but lie back and allow
ourselves to be [ripped off} by the calculating
thieves who run this grasping consumer paradise we call a nation." But Matt, one may ask,
this article was printed in Rolling Stone, which

covers the latest trends in consumer culture
and features an entire section with paparazzi
photos, not to mention advertisements (always
a great indicator of marketing direction) for
NBC's new show My Own Worst Enemy,
Starz's Crash (which insists to the viewer
"You Can't Look Away"), Spike TV's I QOO
Ways to Die, five brands of vodka, Guitar
Hero: World Tour, Best Buy, and the epitome
of consumerism itself, Wal-Mart.
Still, while here one may get some glee in
shouting "hypocrite!" let 's not jump out of

our chairs too soon. Indeed, if anybody were
aware of the C. S. of A (Consumer State of
America), wouldn 't it be the writers and editors of Rolling Stone? In this light, Taibbi's
comments come not as gold nuggets of
hypocrisy but rather direct commands to the
target audience: You can consume, but know
that you are. Take in images, but be aware
that they 're not reality. View and understand.
Plato would be proud.
That is not to say that the entire readership
of Rolling Stone is mindless, lazy, and ignorant. In fact, the majority of RS*s readers are
quite the opposite. Demographically, 61 percent have a college degree, 24 percent went to
grad school, and 16 percent are attending college at this moment. Represent.

So, working on the presumption that college level=has a functioning brain (which if
we cannot assume would be a serious problem), Taibbi's comments about consumerism
in America guide the educated among us to
use RS' s best section, its "Reviews," as a
model for how to think about our MTV-dnven culture. Sure, go to sec Iron Man , but
don 't be all input. Rather, think about it from
all angles. Why this movie now? How does it
comment on our society? Sure, listen to the
latest Coldp lay album , but don 't just play
"Viva la Vida" on repeat. Instead ask, How
does this fit into this artists career? Why do
some songs work while others don 't? In short ,
with everything, think critically.
And that includes politics , which brings us
to the final points of Taibbi's tour de force.
"Democracy doesn 't require a whole lot of
work of its citizens," he writes, "but it requires
some: It requires taking a good look outside
once in a while, and considering the
bad news and what it might mean ,
and making the occasional toug h
choice, and soberly taking stock of
what your real interests are. This is a
very different thing from shopping,
which involves passively letting sitcoms melt your brain all day long
and then jumping straig ht into the
TV screen to buy a Southwest Style
Chicken Sandwich because the slob
singing "I'm Lovin' It!" during the
commercial break looks just like
you. The joy of being a consumer is
that it doesn 't require thought , responsibility, self-awareness or
shame. All you have to do is obey
the first urge that gurgles up from
your stomach."
Thus, take notice of reality during
this campaign season, but don 't just
enjoy the debacle that is Sarah Plain
and vote the other way. Rather, don 't
be afraid to be critical of Obama as
well. Indeed , it would be unfair to
deny that as much as Palm is a product of our
consumer culture, Obama has in a sense been
"marketed" just as much. The difference,
however, lies in the fact that Obama stands
for the direction we should be moving m,
while Palin represents where we are headed.
And in promoting the criticism of Obama, we
should be careful to point out that it is for the
better. Instead of blindly following politicians
due to our age or economic back ground, we
need to work constructively with them to help
us improve our world. When it comes down
to it in the long run , constructive criticism
trumps undying loyalty. We mustn 't be static,
but dynamic. Don 't fear the analytic mind.
Embrace it, and we will all be better off.

I'M NEVER GOING TO RETIRE

Driving with the Lone Ranger
may be stretching my deadline for this
Echo column; it's fairly early on Sunday
Ithe 19th, and I thought I was within the
deadline parameters. I might be relegated to
the virtual Echo, which even 1 have trouble
reading. Maybe not Colby's students, whose
lives are so computer intensive that they eat
meals off their Mac screens. But I hope I make
the print version this week.
My words of whatever this week—as
usual—owe lots to the "odd-ball" news stories that run in the local daily, the Morning
Sentinel , a paper that you probably don 't
read , but should. Almost every issue has
something to laugh at or shake your head at
or throw up your hands at. My job is to
bring some of these golden moments to you
for amusement.
Here's one from Lancaster, CA, where officials had built a "musical road ," one that
would play the "William Tell Overture" when
local drivers drove over the grooves on Avenue G. The city had to move the grooves to
the remote Ave. K when neighbors complained of the noise. The William Tell thing is
better known as the Lone Ranger theme, and
Lancaster natives stoutly objected to that
thrilling melody on people-intensive Ave. G.

Never, however, a city to pass up a buck,
Lancaster effected the removal to a fartherdistant road site where Honda Motors could
drive its Civics at 55 mph over the musical
highway and record the thrilling Lone Ranger
theme song for
television commercials. People
loved the notoriety as long as it
wasn't in their
back yard. But
how 'd you like
to be the *dnvers* who had
to drive the asphalt grooves on
Ave. K ? "Hi-yo
Silver, Away"
could drive anyone mad.
And this one
from
Wright
City, MO: the
Elvis Is Alive
Museum
is
dying.
Its
owner tried to
sell it twice on
eBay. He got
one
bid
at
$ 15 ,000, but it turned out to be from a child
p laying on the computer. Andy Key, who
bought the Museum last year for $8,000,
claims "military duties" keep him from operating the museum, which features photos ,
books , FBI files (!), DNA reports (r!!), and

other Elvis junk , supposedly proving that
Presley lives.
Mr. Key bought the place from a Baptist
minister with a marvelous name in his own
right—Bill Beeny. Mr. Becny started the
hlvis Is Alive
Museum
in
1990 but doesn 't
want it back. A
susp icious refusal , one that
could lead us to
think that Elvis
is no longer
alive or has become an musical
asphalt road that
would produce
"Love Me Tender" in Wright
City, MO.
A
final
quickie: a 69year-old man casually picked up
a box close by his
spot in the company
parking
garage. The box
then exploded ,
slightly injuring
the man; authorities would not say it he was the
intended target. Clayton, MO (lots of stories out
of Missouri this week) police say, "We don 't
know who set it or why it was there."
Well , I'll bet it wasn 't left over from the
finale of the "William Tell Overture. "

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

The road to truth: A look at the records and
lies of one of Waterville's candidates f orMayor
week in an email , the Colby ReThis
publicans lied about the record of
City Councilor and Democratic
nominee for Mayor Rosemary Winslow.
Republicans claimed falsely that Winslow
opposed a deal that fixed Colby 's roads.
Republicans explicitly stated that Waterville 's Republican Mayor "was the one that
got the motion passed to give the section of
Mayflower Hill Dr to Colby, while his op-

ponent wanted to stop it."
Nothing could be further from the truth
Rosemary Winslow voted for the deal that
improved Colby 's roads. She was supportive from the very beginning. She voted yes
on order 22-2008 on May 6th , May 20th ,
and even seconded the motion in the affirmative for the final roll call vote. This is not
an issue of a procedural vote or confusion—this was an up or down vote and

Rosemary Winslow voted yes three times
In fact she was instrumental in the negotiations between the City of Waterville , Colby,
and the state of Maine. Her connections and
calm leadership made the difference. Check
the record at City Hall , check the newspaper accounts. I was there . We are luck y to
have two candidates for Mayor 1 respect ,
but the Republican campaign should end its
lies and attacks.
—Colby College Democrats

Colby Trustees: Who are they and what do they do?

COURTESY OF FR£D R£IDS

Joe Boulos '6$ and Bob Diamond *7J at the Diamond Building dedication.

to the Board of Trustees: six to nine
of the Trustees are to be elected by
the
Colb y
College
Alumni
When the thirty-six current mem - Association and the remaining
bers of the College s Board of Trustees are elected by the
itself
Additional
Trustees arrive on MayflowerHill Corporation
tor their annual fall meeting this Trustees can be elected at any of the
weekend . the\ will be met with corporation 's four annual meetings,
enthusiasm and respect by students, and all elected members begin their
faculty and administrators alike
service at Commencement , unless
What the\ w ill not be met u ith. how ¦ they are filling an unexpired term.
ever, is a comp lete understanding of The term limit for a Trustee elected
the crucial role they play in the by the Corporation is four years, and
College s existence as an institution
for a Trustee elected by the Alumni
This feature aims to answer those Association the term limit is three
questions llTto are the members, years Both types of Trustee can be
and what do they do?
reelected to another term. Upon
The President and Trustees of serving for two full or partial conColby College, also known as the secutive terms, however, each
"Corporation." form the bod y Trustee must take one year off
responsible for governing all aspects before being eligible for candidacy
of the College 's existence. The again. Current and former chairs are
Bylaw s of the Corporation state that exempt from this proviso, who are
it should consist of the President plus not required to take the year off but
twenty-four to thirty-five additional still must be reelected. The
Trustees, no more and no less.
President is also exempt from the
There are two different modes by one-year-off rule. Any member can
which an individual can be elected be removed from office at any of the
By ELLEN LONDON
FEATURES EDITOR

corporation ' s meetings by two
thirds of the vote of all present
members, as long as advance notice
has been mailed to all members
The Board of Trustees meets four
times each year: in the fall, winter,
spring and during the week preceding Commencement. While the
Commencement meeting must be
held in Waterville. the other three
meetings can be held within or outside the State of Maine at the discretion of two out of three of the
Chair, the President and the
Secretary. Two out of three of those
offices also determine whether to
call an emergency meeting, after a
written request from at least five
Trustees.
The
two
Faculty
Representatives and two Student
Representatives , all elected by their
respective colleagues and peers ,
have a voice at all Corporation
meetings , but are not voting members. However, representatives who
serve on committees have full voting privileges within those committees. Life Trustees of the
corporation , elected by the Board ,
also attend all meetings and enjoy
the privileges of Trustee status
while on campus , though they too
are non-voting members.
At a fundamental level, the Board
of Trustees plays a simple role at the
College: it is entrusted with the
school's entire existence as an institution. The Board makes all final
decisions on everything from choosing a president and granting tenure
to approving the College 's budget
and implementing improvements
within academic departments. It is a
purposefully diverse group, with
each member bringing a different
area of expertise to the table. For
example, William L Alfond '72.
Director of Dexter Enterprises Inc.,
might be consulted on physical plant
or real estate matters, while Robert
E. Diamond Jr. '73, President of
Barclays PLC, has a wealth of
knowledge on business and finance.

Some trustees have an intimate
understanding of student affairs,
such as Colleen A. Khoury *64 ,
Professor Emeritus and former Dean
of the University of Maine School of
Law . Altogether, the Board's abundance of expertise results in
informed decision-making in all
areas of college life, and its members are truly the College 's most
valuable resource.
Among recent decisions made by
the Board are last spring 's banishment of the "Senior Steps" tradition ,
which members felt was too much of
a liability to the College, its community and its reputation as a prestigious institution to continue. As the
national economy recedes, the Board
plays an important role in assuring
that the College 's reputably conservative financial p lan remains on track.
In fact, due to the Board's active role
in fiscal policy, the College now has
the second lowest debt-to-endowment ratio of all of the schools with
which it is compared. This achievement is evidence of the Board's commitment to ensuring the College 's
financial future by a slow-but-steady
growth of the endowment.
"The Board asks tough questions
of the College's administration, faculty and staff," said William R. Kenan
Jr. Professor of Government L. Sandy
Maisel. "And in turn, we entrust them
to make the tough decisions."
Maisel and Julian D. Taylor
Associate Professor of Classics
Kenll O'Neill are the current Faculty
Representatives , while Patrick
Boland '09 and Cary Finncgan *09
are the Student Representatives.
The following is a list of current
Trustees, including their place of residence and occupation. Also included
are the current Faculty and Student
Representatives. Information on this
list and in the above article was compiled from the College's website and
the Bylaws of the Corporation, as well
as with the help of current representatives and administrators.

ALUMNI PROFILE: ELIZABETH TURNBULL '04

Alum buildstiny ecofnendly house
By RACHEL GOFF
NEWS STAFF

In an age of "McMansions " anc l
sprawling suburban developments
Elizabeth Tumbull "04 spent thi: i
past summer building an 8-foot
by-18-foot environmentally friend
ly home. While these dimension: ;
may seem small , "it feels a lot big
ger than it is ." she says, and i; ;
complete with a kitchen area, living room . stud> . sleeping toft anc l
bathroom Her operation, whicl i
she refers to as the Tiny House
Project , was a surprising ly ambi

Here's What's Playing Fri.,
Oct. 24 through Thursday
Oct. 30
Appaloosa
R Nightly al 4:55. 7:15 and
9:30: Matinees Sat. and Sun. at
12:15 and 2:35
The Secret Life of Bees
PG-13 Nightly at 4:35.6:50
and 9:00: Maunees Sat and
Sun. at 12:05 and 2:15
The Duchess
PG-13 Nightly at 4:45. 7:00
and 9 15 Except no 9:15 Sat.:
.Matinees Sal. and Sun al 12:15
and 2:25
Spooktacular featuring Night
of the Living Dead
R Saturday Only ' at 9:30 p.m.
Christmas on Mars
Unrated Fnday Only 11:30

pm

tious undertaking that incorporated
her previousl y accumulated knowledge of construction and sustainability methods , donation of
materials and community involvement. Turnbull is now in the
process of meeting with zoning
officials to find a place to park the
house in New Haven, where she is
a first-year graduate student at
Yale University.
Tumbull , a 26-year old WestVirginia native, graduated from the
College with a major in environmental policy and a minor in economics. While stud ying at the
College, she was particularly
inspired by her Natural Resource
Economics class, in which professor Tom Tietenberg "demonstrated
that business and the environment
do not necessarily have to be at
odds—[that] the economy could be
harnessed as the environment 's
best ally." Turnbull also took the
Fine Furniture-Making JanPlan
course in 2003. which gave her an
introduction to hand tools , power
tools and woodworking
She
served as teaching assistant for the
class the following January, and it
was "with that foundation ." she
said, "that I had the confidence to
tackle this project "
Since graduating from the
College . Turnbull has had a number
of jobs, including leading international travel programs and working
on the U. S. Department of Energy 's
H ydrogen Fuel Cell program In her
position as sustainability coordinaworked to improve the operations
of a small residential firm, and
developed great insight into "how
buildings work , and how we can
improve their environmental and
energy performance "
Tumbull began work on her master's degree in environmental management at the Yale Schoo l of
Forestry
and
Environmental
Studies this fall She said that "it
has been wonderful to be back in
school with people who share my
passion for environmental issues,
sustainable design and gTeen busi-

the board of trustees

William D. Adams, MA. '00, Ph.D., Waterville, Maine, President
William L. Alfond '72, M.A. '02, Boston, Massachusetts, Directt
Dexter Enterprises Inc. (2010)
Joseph F. Boulos '68 (Chair of the Board), M.A. '93, Falmouth, Mam
President. The Boulos Companies (2012)
Susan Comeau '63, M.A. *87, Englewood, Florida, Retired Execute
Vice President. State Street Bank and Trust (2009)
Ann Marie Connolly, M.A. '07, M.Ed., Concord, Massachusetts, Retin
Vice President of Strategic Marketing and Planning, Emmanuel Colle\
(2011)
Rebecca Littleton Cornell '74, M.A. '06. Baltimore, Maryland, Depu.
Bureau Chief. New York Times (2010)
William R. Cotter, M.A. '79, LL.D. '00, J.D., Concord, Massacbusett
Retired President. Oak Foundation; President Emeritus. Colby College (L II
Trustee)
James E. Cowie '77, M.A. '05, M.B.A., Kenilworth, Illinois, Managu,
Director. Frontenac Company (Al. 2011)
James B. Crawford '64, M.A. '90, LL.D. '05, Richmond, Virgin]
Chairman. Inter American Coal Holding L C . (2011)
John B. Devine Jr. '78, M.A. '06, Phoenix, Maryland (Al. 2009)
Robert E. Diamond Jr. '73, M.A. '93, LL.D. 08, M.B.A., Londa
England, President. Barclays PLC (2011)
Gerald Dorros, M.A. '02, Sc.D. '01, MD., Wilson, Wyoming, Preside *
Dorros Cardiology and Cardiovascular Consultants (2010)
Diana J. Fuss '82, M.A. '07, Ph.D., New York, New York, Professo
Princeton University (2011)
Robert Sidney Gelbard *64, LL.D. '02, M.P.A., Washington, District <
Columbia, Chairman. Washington Global Partners LLC (2012)
William H. Goldfarb '68 (Vice Chair of the Board), M.A. '85, J.D., Pah
Beach Gardens, Florida, Principal. HRWResources. Inc. (Al. 2009)
Michael L. Gordon '66, M.A. '04, J.D., New York, New York, Chi,
Operating Officer . Angelo Gordon & Company (2012)
Todd W. Halloran '84, M.A. '06, M.B.A., Darien, Connecticut, Panne
Freeman Spogli and Company (Al. 2009)
Timothy B. Hussey '78, M.A. '03, M.B.A., Kennebunk, Maine, Chi,
Executive Officer , Hussey Seating Company (Al. 2009)
Emma J. James '04, M.A. '07, J.D., New York, New York, Willkie Fai
& Gallagher LLP (Al. 2010)
Colleen A. Khoury '64, M.A. '95, J.D., Portland, Maine, Professi
Emeritus and Former Dean, University of Maine School of Law (2012)
Seth W. Lawry, M.A. '06, M.B.A., Weston, Massachusetts, Managin
Director. Thomas H Lee Partners. L. P. (2010)
Paula Crane Lunder, M.A. '98, D.F.A. '98, Scarborough, Main
Kenilworth. Inc. (Life Trustee)
William J. Montgorij, M.A. '99, B.B. A., Demarest, New Jersey, Retin
Chief Operating Officer , Bear Sterns and Company, Inc. (2012)
William A. Oaks Jr. '65, M.A. '05, M B A . Dedham, Massachusen
President. Northeast Investment Management, Inc. (2009)
M. Jane Powers '86, M.A. '05, M.S.W., Medford, Massachusett
Director of Day Treatment Program, St. Ann 's Home (Al. 2011)
Lawrence R. Pugh '56, M.A. '82, LL.D '99, Yarmouth, Maine] Rettrt
Chairman and Chief ExecutiveOfficer. VF Corporation (2009)
David Pulver '63, MA. '83, M.B.A., Palm Beach Gardens. Florid
President. Cornerstone Capital Inc. (2009)
Robert A. Rudnick '69, M.A. '04, J.D »Vashington, District <
Columbia, Partner, Shearman & Sterling LLP (Al. 20 10)
Richard R. Schmaltz *62, M.A. '76, Rowayton, Connecticut, Semi
Advisor. J. & W. Seligman; Retired Managing Director, J. & W. Seligma
(2009)
Paul G. SpiUane Jr. '79, M.A. '05, M.B.A., Darien, Connecticut, CM
Executive Officer and President. Soleil Securities Group. Inc. (2009)
Robert E. L. Strlder II, M.A. '57, Litt.D. '79, Ph.D., Jamaica Plan
Massachusetts, President Emeritus, Colby College (Life Trustee)
Michael S. Sylvester '63, M.A. '03, M.B.A ., New York, New Yorl
Chairman and Founder. Novagard Solutions. Inc. (2011)
Charles Terrell '70, M.A. '06, Ed.D., Washington, District of Columbu
Chief Diversity Officer . Association of American Medical Colleges (2010)
Richard Y. Uchida '79, M.A. '06, J.D., Bow, New Hampshire, Attorne
Orr <£ Reno Professional Association (20 10)
Nancy Greer Weiland '65, M.A. '02, Ph.D., New York, New York (201<
Anne Clarke Wolff '87, M.A. '02, M.B.A., Brooklyn, New Yorl
Managing Director/Head of the Americas, Citi (2010)
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COURTEST OF ELIZABETH IUHNBUU

Turnbull is currently working with zoning officials in New Haven , CT
to find a suitable place to park her eco-friendly house and move in.
ness." Although the high cost of living in New Haven was part of the
reason Tumbull undertook this project , her overall motive was to
develop "a creative way to live
well."
The house was constructed on a
flatbed trailer at Governor 's
Academy, the high school from
which Turnbull graduated , in
By field , Massachusetts. The school
lent her tools and the maintenance
staff provided technical advice.
The construction of the house
became a community project ,
which happily accepted volunteers
and was open to the public on
weekends as an accessible experiment in sustainability. Turnbull
said that the house could not have
been completed without the hel p of
her famil y and friends , and that the
experience taught her that "some
things are better done with a team
It was a pretty beautiful and
restorative process."
Tumbull kept her costs down by
using donated building materials,

and she minimized her carbon-footprint by using recycled materials,
soy-based insulation and environmentally friendly paint. She also
installed a composting toilet and
solar panels on the roof The small
size of the house makes it extremely energy efficient , and Tumbull
estimates she will probably pay
about $200 for the year to cook and
stay warm with propane gas.
Once she has located a site for
the house in New Haven , Tumbull
hopes to promote access by hosting
tours and bring ing it to local
schools. As far as her professional
aspirations after Yale, she is unsure
about her exact career path , but "is
getting more ideas every day." She
does, however, know she'd like to
work "in a way that is both creative
and independent in implementing
practical solutions to environmental problems."
For more information about the
Tiny House Project, visit turnbull tinyhouse.blogspot.com.
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WHO'S WHO: DANNY WASSERMAN '09

; CAMPUS MYTH BUSTERS

Sleuthing on Mayflower Hill
By BENJAMIN COOK
NEWS STAFF

COURTESY OF DANNY WASSERMAN

IVasserman s dream job is to own a tapas/microbrewery bar in Denver.

A taste for good food,
travel and friends

own a tapas/microbrewery bar in his
hometown, Denver.
Wasserman majors in philosophy
's
Danny Wasserman dad sends and has minors in both environmenhim Chipotle burritos in the mail tal studies and Italian. This seemtwice a semester. The burritos—four ingly haphazard mishmash of
of them, to be exact—travel 2000 intellectual interests suits him , both
miles from his home state of in the classroom and outside.
Colorado to Maine, shipped in a Wasserman serves on the Academic
refri gerated package and cuddled Affairs Committee and is a student
with frozen waterbottles. "I first tried representative of the senior class in
Chipotle in third grade and thought it the French and Italian Department.
was disgusting," Wasserman '09 He 's also on the COOT Committee,
said. "Then 1 tried it again in sixth researches outdoor gear as the "Prograde. It was a culinary epiphany."
Dealz" chair of the Outing Club and
Wasserman is a foodie. His easy- plays on the JV squash team. In
going demeanor, sense of humor and addition to spending the fall in Italy,
devotion to Mexican fast-food distin- Wasserman spent last spring studyguish him from the more pretentious ing at the University of Otago in
category of gastronomist. However, New Zealand, camping ("or tramphe unabashedly throws around terms ing, as they call it") and playing on
the school s socsuch as "serendipitous
moment "
cer team.
when describing
Enthusiasm
the experience that
might
be
led him to realize
Wasserman's most
that his passion for
common emotion.
cooking might be
He 's
fiercely
more than a mere
proud
of
his
hobby. That 's just
Colorado
herhow Wasserman
itage. "The flag
gets when disspeaks for itself,"
he said. "It has
cussing, food.
"[Food] is the
everything
you
avenue
through
want and nothing
which people are
you don 't. It 's got
most
satisfied ,"
Chipotle , Crocs ,
Wasserman said,
Noodles
and
noting the "power"
C o m p a n y ,
Danny
Wasserman
'09
of food to transQuizno's, Harrow
Chipotle Connoisseur
form and define
(an outdoor comsocial situations.
pany], it produced
He first realized the
me. It doesn 't
extent of his pashave the beach, so
sion while studying abroad last fall no sharks."
Wasserman loves to ski, bike and
in Bologna, Italy. Wasserman lived
in an apartment, where he discovered get head scratches, preferably from
lie was drawn to the kitchen. "While his mom. He has a dog named Marly
it 's nice to go out for a really nice and docs an "impeccable" elephant
meal," Wasserman said, "the gratifi- impression. His Bar Mitzvah theme
cation 1 get from cooking a really was "Danny's Beach
Blast "
good meal for my friends far exceeds ("Everyone got lei'd," he said). His
that value." His favorite thing to favorite movie is The Royal
cook is fresh Mexican food, includ- Tenenbaums;his favorite piece of outing salsa, homemade tortillas and door gear is a tie between his "titanium spork" and his Leathermanknife.
fish tacos.
"Gastronomist" was a completely
As a senior, Wasserman wants to
new way for Wasserman to define spend the next seven months "seehimself. "Before I was a soccer play- ing Maine" and attempting to
er, or an avid camper or a Chipotle secure a COC pro-deal contract
burrito connoisseur," he said. "But with Patagonia. His advice for firstnow I can really see myself pursuing years is to join only one or two
d career, a life where food plays a clubs and focus your passion by
central role." He hopes to begin this learning to say no, something that
next year, either through a Watson he still struggles with.
Fellowship studying street food in
"The fullest of p lates isn 't
Spain , Morocco, Argentina and always the happ iest of plates ,"
Mexico, or through a Fulbright grant Wasserman said , giving advice to
to pursue a master 's degree at the the writer: "You car fit that into the
University
of
Gastronomical whole culinary theme, if you know
Sciences in Italy. His dream job is to what I' m saying."
By SUZANNE MERKELSON
EDITOR IN CHIEF

While it 's nice
to go out for a
really nice meal,
the gratification
I get from cooking a really
good meal for
my friends far
exceeds that
value.

HAVE YOU HEARD THE NEWS??1

BUSY B'S GIVES COLBY STUDENTS A
DISCOUNT!!

Busy B's has vintage home furnishings and jewelry, hilarious cards , outrageous notepapers ,
great music , 1950's candy and more !
You should rush down to 233 Main Street and see
what I mean!
BRING YOUR COLBY I.D. FOR 20% OFF!!

BUSY B ' S
233 Main St.
Waterville , Me.
872-8280

Vi ntage Antiques , Cards & Gifts
Open Tuesday thru Saturday 9-5

As with most well-established
institutions, the College s' history is
rife with past and present myths.
Throughout the school year, the Echo
will investigate these myths in the
hope of determining their veracity
and solidifying their unique p lace in
the College s' history.
Myth: There is a series of tunnels under the Hillside residential
complex.
TRUE: There are in fact several
underground tunnels that link the
Hillside dormitories of Leonard,
Marriner, Sturtevant, Taylor and
Williams. For years, the runnels have
been a "secret" place for students to
hang out and to explore. However,
their primary purpose is for Physical
Plant maintenance.
Construction plans for the
Hillside complex were drawn up in
the late 1960s and early 1970s,
twenty years after the College 's
move from downtown Waterville to
Mayflower Hill. Stephen Whitfield
'76 reminisces about his time attending the College, when the Hillside
complex was referred to as "the new
dorms." The complex is unique in
that it differs from the traditional
neo-Georgian architecture that
defines the rest of campus. In fact, it
reflects the style of American architect Frank Lloyd Wright.
In order to keep students warm
during the cold winter seasons,
College Historian Earl H. Smith said,
the "dorms were heated either by
themselves or ties to buildings close
by There were any number of separate furnaces and most of them were
out-of-date and inefficient."
In 1990, the Central Steam Plant
was constructed with the intent to
provide a more efficient and
resourceful form of heat. This facility, under Physical Plant administration , was designed to heat buildings
and to generate hot water for the
whole campus. As a result, an underground distribution system, consisting primarily of pipelines, carries the
steam to every building on campus.
The Hillside tunnels were built
around the same time as the steam
plant to accommodate the pipelines.
Even though the underground pipes
span the entire campus, Hillside is
the only structure that has actual
tunnels beneath it. Piper Haywood
' 10 and several other students have
described seeing "a tunnel connecting East and West Quads." The
Physical Plant confirms that
although a crawl space exists under
these buildings . Hillside is really

the only area on campus that sits
above tunnels.
The Physical Plant Department
staff may not frequent the tunnels, but
they are often visited by students who
are adventurous enough to journey
into their depths. The passageway is
actually quite long, but narrow. "It
seems like a few people must go down
there fairly regularly, as you can find
PBR cans and graffiti ," said Andrew
Bolduc '10. Some of the wnting on
the tunnel walls dates back to the
1990s. Bolduc described the tunnels
as being "really cramped, absolutel y
pitch black without a flashlight, and
filthy. You come out with your hands
covered in dirt and grease."
Even if the tunnels may not be
aesthetically pleasing, a sense of
adventure keeps people coming back
to explore them. To date, no one has
dared to go all the way through the
entire tunnel system. Eric FosterMoore *09 notes that "at points
smaller runnels split off toward the
surface or deeper underground , but
those are ail too narrow and filled
with dangerous-looking plumbing
pipes and wires to explore." Even
first-year students are drawn into
what seems to be an evolving tradition. For James Alex Storer 1 12, "one
of the first things I did after [arriving
on campus] was check out the tunnels in Hillside."
In recent years, the passageways
have been wired with additional electrical , telephone and computer lines.
While the Physical Plant Department
(PPD) has never issued a statement
prohibiting student access to the tun-

nels, a spokesperson from the department warns about the extremely dirty
air quality. The area is treated as a
confined space, so PPD tests the
atmosphere before it sends workers
underground. Since students do not
have testing equi pment , they are
advised not to go under.
In any case, if you ever wander by
the secluded Hillside complex and you
have the desire to go in the tunnels ,
then at the very least wear some sort of
air filter, knecpads and sturdy gloves,
which are recommended by past
explorers. It would also be advisable
to tell someone you are going down, in
the event that you do not return.
Myth: The walls of Miller
Library were originally painted
pink as the result of psychological
research , which indicated that the
color would enhance studying.
FALSE: The decision to paint the
walls of Miller Library pink had
nothing to do with psychological
research. Head of instructional
Services of Colby Libraries Marilyn
R. Pukkila said that "there was never
a study of any kind performed." The
color was simp ly the preference of
former Director of Libraries Suanne
Muehlner.
The individuals who came up with
the myth were likely influenced by
the psychologist Max Liischer. who
in 1969 developed the Liischer Color
Test. Liischer theorized about how
different colors could affect certain
behaviors. However, if myth-seekers
were basing their knowledge on the
psychology of color, then they would
be mistaken. According to Liischer 's

color test, pink reflects nurturing,
kindness and love. Thus, it is not necessanly the color that would best
enhance stud ying.
Vice President for Student Affairs
and Dean of Students James S.
Terhunc pointed out that his office is
painted green, which is associated
with calmness, nature and harmony.
Still , he claimed that his decision
had nothing to do with emotion. It
was just the color he liked best out of
the five choices that he was given.
Some tour leaders use the pink
walls as an interesting fact on their
lour. Although it makes for amusing
discussion , the myth is indeed false.
Pukkila observes: "Perhaps now that
the main floor in Miller has been
painted in shades of green, the myth
will fade away." Or students will
simply readjust the story to reflect
the calmness, nature and harmony of
a green hue.
Have a good myth? Want to have
it investigated? E-mail Ben Cook at
bkcook@colby edu
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Each year, a f e wadventurous students crawl into the tunnels beneath the Hillside dorms. For an eye-witness
account of what they discover—including a fictional monster—check out "Beneath Colby " at youtube.com.

STAFF PROFILE: DAVID HARTLEY

Spa manager caters to community

Makes menu
changes, strong
f riendships
By CHELSEA EAK1N
EDITOR IN CHIEF

If you've ever been to the Spa, you
probably recognize David Hartley as
the friendly and welcoming manager
behind the counter. Hartley describes
his path to Mayflower Hill as a
"comedy of errors." He began
searching for a job
in the Waterville
area in April 2007,
just as the College
was looking to hire
someone to manage the venues
housed in the
newly-renovated
Pulver Pavilion ,
which opened its
doors in August of
that year.
Hartley
manages the Joseph
Family
Spa,
Caporale Lounge
and
Marchese
Hlueught r*ub. I he College appealed
to Hartley for its reputation in academics and in services. He recognizes
that working at a college is different
from his former jobs in the sense that
this is students' home away from
home—something Hartley takes to
heart. He strives to make students
feel welcome, and to make the transi-

tion from home to college easier.
"My goal is to have the Spa be for
everybody, especially students," he
says. When people wanted to see
danishes, he put them on the menu.
When somebody suggested apple
cider, he got it for them.
"One of the challenges, as well
as the fun part, was learning the traditions of Colby," he says. When
the new Spa first opened , veterans
wanted to see some Colby classics
back on the menu , so after some
research he added a few old stap les:
the Skitchwich, the Sugarloafer and
the
Mayflower
Hill. Hartley takes
pleasure in being a
part of the metamorphosis of a
snack bar that has
existed
at
the
College for six
decades.
He
enjoys "learning
what the Spa used
to be and what it
can be."
has
Hartley
always worked in
retail
management , and prior to
his arrival held a
job managing a Chili s in Bangor
for three years. He worked al the
University of Maine in Orono for
sixteen years as a cook and in management , while at the same time
completing a degree in business
administration and marketing. As a
self-described "people person, "
Hartley enjoys interacting with

customers as a dail y part of his job.
Not being behind a grill allows him
to talk to more people and build
more relationships.
"I have an incredible staff, the
support is amazing," he says, praising the people that he works with as
being crucial to the success of the
Spa. "When I' m not there they take
the reins and don 't miss a beat if
there are any snafus." Four Colby
students form part of his team.
"He 's very efficient and very helpful. He's my favorite boss ever,"
Ruth Ruiru ' 11 said.

When he isn 't managing the Spa ,
Hartley likes to read and travel. "I
could lose an entire day reading, "
he says. His favorite type of book is
legal nonfiction , and right now he
is reading a John Grisham novel.
He has been on a cruise to the West
Caribbean and often tries to spend
time boating and swimming with
friends at different resort towns in
Maine. He also enjoys cooking—
some of his specialties are lasagna
and chicken fettuccine alfredo—
and working in his garden , growing
a variety of different flowers.

Hartley takes
pleasure in
being a part of
the metamorphosis of a
snack bar that
has existed at
the College for
six decades.

Hartley plays an integral role in keeping the Spa s many traditions alive.

Watervilleto house education center

local

news briefs

Waterville hosts mayoral debates
Waterville hosted its first mayoral debate thi> Monday, two weeks
before the election The election features current Mayor Paul R LePage
and Rosemary J Winslow . a nine-year city councilor who currently works
in Representative Mike Michaud ' •. Waterville office Around 200 people \.
anended the debate , which was moderated by David Offer, the former
Executive Director of the Kennebec Journal and Morning Sentinel Both
candidates told the attendants that they would work to further decrease
chy spending The> differed, however, on their governing sty les. The
Morning Sentinel reported thai Winslow promised to "lead peop le into
making good decisions. " while LePage said he would "listen to different sides, but M some point I will make a decision. "
For information on w here these and other local candidates stand, see
the %oter guide in next week's Echo.
' ews Editor
—IsaacOpper. local .\

Senator denounces McCaincampaign
Maine Republican Senator Susan Collins recentl y spoke out against
presidential candidate John McCain 's use of automated telephone calls in
the stale thai link Democratic nominee Barack Obama to 1960s radical
William Avers
Collins has urged the McCain campaign to immediatel y stop the calls,
which say Obama "has worked closely with domestic terrorist Bill Ayers,
whose organization bombed the U.S. Capitol , the Pentagon , a judge 's
home and killed Amencans " Avers was co-founder of the Weathermen,
which later became the Weather Underground, a leftist group compnsed
of members that split from the Students for a Democratic Society (SDS)
to pursue a more radical agenda
"This is the most hideous example of dirty campaigning we've seen in
Maine in recent memory." Rebecca Pollard , the Democratic Party spokeswoman, told ihe Portland Press Herald Mainers began getting automated phone calls about Avers and Obama last Thursday, after the final
presidential debate betw een Obama and McCain
The calls, some with different senpts. w ere also reported in several
other battleground states, including Nevada. Wisconsin and Virginia Collins, who is running for re-election to a third term against
Democratic L S Rep Tom Allen, has often been cnlical of negative campaigning, the Portland Press Herald said
—Chelsea Eakut . Editor in Chief

Educare center
to f ocus on prekindergarten
educatio n
By KATR1NA GRAVEL
STAFF WRITER

A state of the art educational
facility has been slated to open in
Waterville in September 2010. The
Educare Center, which will be built
on a 45 ,000 square foot p lot next to
the George Mitchell Elementary
School, aims to prepare young
children from at-risk families for a
smoother transition into elementary school. The program works by
targeting children in the earliest
stages of life, from prenatal to age
five , as well as by providing support and information for parents to
hel p with their child' s development. Local donors have provided
more than half of the $10 million
necessary to fund the construction
of the school, which will have the
capacity to provide services for up
to 200 children.
The Educare program is based
on research that shows that 90
percent of brain growth occurs

From ALCOHOL. Page 1

Massey agreed with that perception, saying it holds particularl y true
for students who live off-campus:
"Lots of noise, music, folks outside
unnating. That certainly does anger a
lot of taxpaying residents They have
a right to a night 's sleep."
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assistant teachers with bachelor 's
or associate 's degrees in earlychildhood development, and several family support workers .
Waterville was selected from a
number of potential Educare sites
in Maine , including Portland ,
Lewiston , and Bangor. A report
from the Waterville Public schools
showed that 25 percent of kindergartners are able
to receive quality
care and education
preschool
programming,
while
another
study showed that
67 percent of
kindergarten students enrolled at
the
George
M i t c h e l l
Elementary
School
came
from low-income
families. These
children are more
l ikely to fall
behind in school .
something the Educare program
hopes to prevent. Helping children
develop socially and emotionally at
a young age in effect decreases
costs of special education , substance abuse and domestic violence

Students living downtown are
aware of these issues and some have
taken steps to change these perceptions. Lissa Martin '09 is the Student
Government Association 's OffCampus Representative. Earlier this
year, she hosted a meeting with students living off-campus and Director
of Campus Life and Assistant Dean of
Students Kelly Wharton , Ramsey,
College Security and Distnct
Attorney Michacla Murphy '78.
"Ms. Murphy mentioned that kids
sometimes feel that the polite are out to
get us," Martin said. The meeting was
an attempt to disprove that. "There are
other things going on [for police].
Domestic abuse, serious drug issues.
Still, the general attitude of the town is
not as positive as we would think."
While Martin encourages her
constituents to meet their neighbors , she also understands that this
might not be possible. Students arc
busy and "everyone's sort of
uncomfortable. We're not fulltime
residents," Martin said. "This is
everyone 's first time living in a
house by themselves."
While Martin tries to be friendly to
her neighbors, their interactions arc
limited , leading to potential distrust.
She sees her own neighbors sporadically "Last weekend, I was sitting
outside reading. Some kids were
playing soccer and their ball went
under my car, so I got it for them,"
she said. "I talked to their mom for
awhile afterwards. That 's the extent
of my neighborly relations."

there to see what was going on. We
just desenbed what we saw." That
year was marked by several arrests of
students by area police.
Stories like this about the College
arc important in the community.
"There were hundreds of students
all in one place. It's pretty rare to
have that many people in one place
at one time, especially outdoors,
especially drinking," Elliot said. "It
has significance to the community.
There 's serious police involvement.
If that were any other place in
Waterville. we would go out and do
the same thing. "
Readers often respond to these

The Educare
program is
based on
research that
shows 90 percent of brain
growth occurs
prior to
kindergarten.
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BAD PRESS

Northeastern's MS in Accounting/MBA
for non-accounting majors:
• Earn two degrees in jus t 15 months.
• Complete a 3-month paid residency al a leading
accounting firm.
• Proven track record of 100% job placement.

Take the first step.
Visit us online or at an information session nearyou.
Learn more about the program and upcoming events
at www.rnsamba.neu.edu.
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www.msamba.neu.edu

programs in Maine by addressing
the problems sooner rather than
later.
"It is an intense program...it is
really designed to break the cycle of
poverty, " Kathy Colfer told the
Morning Sentinel on October 5.
Colfer is the director of child
and famil y services for the
Kennebec Valley Community
Action Program. Implementing the
Educare philosophies could potentially save millions of dollars
annually in state funds.
The Educare facility will be
made possible by a $4 million donation from Doris Buffet and the
Sunshine Lady Foundation. An
additional $2 million was contributed by the Bill and Joan Alfond
Foundation. Bill Alfond is the son
of the late Harold Alfond. The rest
of the money needed to start up the
facility will be provided by state
and federal programs , and not by
local or state tax payers. The estimated cost of running an Educare
Center is approximatel y $3 million
a year, which will be provided from
an endowment built on additional
donations. Educare will provide the
children of at-risk families in the
community with a healthy learning
environment for their educational
and emotional needs.

Alcohol inf luences many local rela tionships

Start Your Career
in Accounting.
K
^^^^K

prior to kindergarten , and children
from low-income families are significantly behind their peers in
math, reading skills , vocabulary,
and social abilities. Studies have
revealed that children from lowincome families hear just three
million words per year, compared
to six million per year in middleincome families and II million
per year in highincome
homes.
Educare seeks to
bridge that gap
not onl y by providing young children
with
a
nurturing environment in which to
develop emotionall y and socially,
but also by providing parents of
at-risk children
with the support
and information
to create a better
learning environment at home for
their children. The typical staff of
an Educare center consists of
three supervisors with master 's
degrees , twelve lead teachers with
bachelor 's degrees in earl y-childhood development , twenty-four
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There are many stereotypes about
the College in the community. Some
stem from the College's role in the
Waterville. "There 's a perception ,
whether it 's fair or not, that Colby students are treated special," Massey said.
"The College is a force to be reckoned
with in the community. It goes out of
its way to protect students."
'There's the idea that [Colby students] are a lot of spoiled brats who
just swipe Mommy and Daddy ' s
credit card," Drew To, general manager of the Midnight Blues Bar in
Waterville, said "This comes from
the prestige of the school itself."
Of course, residents aren 't necessarily always talking about the
College. "I don 't really hear fabout
it] as a topic of conversation ," Beals
said. "But when it hits the paper,
everyone reads it It probabl y is a
watercooler topic of the day "
Though the Morning Sentinel has
reported on positive events like
Colby Cares Day, it also covers situations like last year 's Champagne on
the Steps. Joel Elliot has twice written about Champagne on the Sleps
twice for the paper.
"I've onl y been here for three
years," he said. "The first time I covered [the event, in 2006], we heard
some things on the scanner and it
sounded like a lot of people were
heavily intoxicated. We went over

The College is a
force to be
reckoned with
in the community.
Joe Massey

Waterville Police Chief

stories online. "We get a mix of
responses from Colby students and
from the public as well," he said.
"There are simplistic reactions and
some more nuanced. With any news
story that 's controversial , you 'll get
people railing on this entity or railing on the paper for its coverage.
There's a wide range of responses."
Massey agrees that these stories
are enticing: "When Colby has a
party and there are arrests, the media
makes a big deal of it. Headlines like
'8 Colby students receive summons. '
They know it's a story and people are
going to read it."
BAR NIGHTS DOWNTOWN

The Midnight Blues Bar , like
other bars in town, frequently hosts
"Thursday Bar Nights" for students
over 21. "This year 's class is very

mellow, very easy to work with," To
said. "In past years, students would
destroy the place, they didn 't care."
Students play an important role as
consumers in the community. "The
same people arc seen out at places
like Last Unicom and Mainely 's supporting local businesses," To said.
While there arc negative consequences to Bar Nights, such as "vomiting, urine , broken tables and chairs,
vandalism in bathrooms," To
acknowledged that sometimes isolated incidents can give the whole
school a bad name.
Watcrvillc's bars attract young people other than students at the College.
Massey said that most of the alcohol
related issues the police deal with are
unrelated to the College. "When I hear
this thing that we pick on Colby kids,
if you look at numbers and statistics, a
far greater number of summons and
arrests are non-Colby," Massey said.
WHAT'S BEING DONE

The attempts to reform the
College's drinking culture are reverberating through town. Massey noted
that he speaks to student leaders every
August and attempts to be proactive.
"College is the home away from
home for a lot of students and there's
a certain expectation about privacy,"
he said. "We need to work on more
than one front-—not just through
enforcement. We work with Security,
talk to students, students can come
down and ride with the police and see
what we do and why we do it."
Like administrators , professors,
parents and alumni, the local perspective understands that any
change in these unhealth y behaviors have to come from students.
"Some magic bullet can 't come
from the outside ," Massey said.
"Students have to make the
change. Police , the college administration should be involved and
work together to create strateg ies
and alternatives. But the real crux
of this is up to the students. "

IOM BOUJER/IWE CW.BV ECHO

Thursday Bar Night draws many Colby students into Waterville.

Palincites energy,militaryleadership as
reasons to support McCain in Bangor
moted and imp lemented by the
administration of President George
W. Bush.
Palin said , "[The Obama-Biden
on Nov 4—it 's the choice
campaign] looks to the past because
L'twcen a politician who nits his
they 'd rather run against the current
.nth in government, and 1 leader
administration it sounds like—but
i ho puts his faith in all of/ou," she
that strategy though thankfully is
,nd. "It 's the choice betwen a canstarting to wear very thin."
jdate who will raise taxef, and that
After her speech , Palin spent
l.reatens our future , an! a leader
approximately thirty minutes signing
k ho 's going to Washingipn to work
autographs and posing for pictures
or guys like 'Joe the PlAnber.'"
before boarding her jet and heading
Palin accompanied lit discussion
off to her next campaign stop in Elon ,
i economic policy win a focus on
North Carolina.
:K need for energy independence in
Although most of the individuals
te United States. Shi likened this
who attended the rally were supporteed to an issue of naional security,
ive of Palin 's overall message, some
rsiuing that Americms must stop
criticized the governor on her cam.ceiving oil from "countries that do
paign 's stance on the economy.
Ol like us very muctf."
As U.S. Representative of District
\s she said, "It i/for the sake of
2 Michael Michaud told the Bangor
,ir nation 's securib/and it is for our
Daily News, "The people of Maine's
iirure of economic prosperity and
>b opportunity—ve need American
2nd Congressional District, which I
represent, have been devastated by
iiL-rgy resources, orought to you by
the disastrous Bush economic poliAmerican ingenuity, and produced
cies that John McCain has promised
i\ American workers."
to continue."
Discussion on (energy resonated
AC 11 with the crowd assembled at
While two registered , indepenJjn gor International Airport, as did
dent interviewed by the Echo
also expressed reservations about Palin 's policies , Michaud' s view
was
certainly
the
minority
voice
in
Hangar 11. Overall , the
majority
Republican
crowd overwhelming l y
backed the McCainPalin campaign
and
their proposed policies.
Palin was sent off to
thunderous applause from
local followers—among
them
students
from
Calvary Chapel School in
Orrington who spelled out
the name "Sarah Palin" on
the front of their shirts.
Supporters
waved
"Maine for McCain-Palin "
signs and yelled "We love
you Sarah" in unison as
Al£XAND€B RICHABOS/IHE COLBY ECHO
she embarked the McCainPalin signs autographs following last Thursday s' campaign event in Bangor.
Palin campaign jet.
From PALIN, Page 1 I

Palin 's praise for the military. As the
mother of a son who is currently
serving in Iraq, Palin expressed her
betief that Senator McCain is "exactly the kind of person that I want as
Commander in Chief."
While Palin 's speech was largely
upbeat and affirmative of her ticket 's
proposed policies, she did take some
time to criticize Senator Obama on a
number of topics.
Notably, she mentioned allegations that the McCain campaign has
made regarding a potential connection between Senator Obama and the
grassroots community organization
the Association of Community
Organizations for Reform Now
(ACORN).
ACORN has recently been under
investigation for its participation in
problematic voter registrations. "In
this election, [the choice is between]
a candidate who won 't disavow a
group committing voter fraud and a
leader who will not tolerate the voter
fraud ," she said.
She also faulted the Obama camp
for its tendency to be critical of past
policy, specifically the policies pro-
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Harvest Fest a big success

TOM BOUl£<VrH£ COLBV ECHO

Harvest Festfeatured horse rides, pumpkin bowling, scarecrow making, pumpkin carving and a chili cook-off.

Localcelebration
aimsto honor area's
agriculturalroots
By ISAAC OPPER
LOCAL NEWS EDITOR

As Colby students ' families
poured into the area for Parent 's
Weekend , the town of Waterville
was hosting its own celebration:
the sixth annual Harvest Fest.
Harvest
Fest, according
to
Waterville Main Street , which is
one of the main organizers of the
event , is designed to be the "perfect opportunity for the entire community to come together in
celebration of the season 's bountiful harvest " and an acknowled gement of the rural culture of the
Central Maine area.
The celebration contained numerous activities for both children and
their parents. Examples included

hayrides, pumpkin carving, pumpkin
bowling, and scarecrow making.
"This is like my third time. I' ve
been coming here since 1 was a little
girl ," ten-year old Aurora Turmelle
told the Morning Sentinel as she
carved a pumpkin at the festival. "I
usually do everything except for the
pony rides."
Harvest Fest was held Sunday in
Castonguay Square, in front of City
Hall and the Opera House. In addition
to the hands on activities, like pumpkin bowling, there was music and the
"Harvest Fest 2008 Chili Cook-Off."
Competitors in the cook-off included
Mainely Brews, Soup to Nuts ,
Cancun, The Last Unicom , and the
Midnight Blues Club. The Midnight
Blues Club took the award of "Best
Chili in Waterville" this year. Last
year's winner was Mainel y Brews.
In addition to the usual activities,
this year 's Harvest Fest contained a
traveling museum devoted to educating people about the environment of
northern New England , the people

/'

who live here,.-and the culture. The
"museum," called Ways of the
Woods: People and the Land in the
Northern Forest. Ways of the Woods
is in fact an I8-wheel truck that is
traveling across New England. It is
sponsored by a non-profit organization called the Northern Forest Center.
This year 's Harvest Fest also
marked the launch of an arts project.
Students
built
many
Adirondack chairs , and local artists
painted them in various ways. The
chairs will be displayed around
downtown Waterville next spring
and summer. Current plans are to
auction them off next fall and to
use the money to start the process
over again.
All in all Harvest Fest was a good
time for all and a resounding success.
"Everything 's going great ,"
Shannon Haines, executive director
of Waterville Main Street told the
Morning Sentinel during the festival.
"We have a ton of people and everyone 's having a good time."
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LOCAL FALL CELEBRATION
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PIZZA
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Welcome Back Students!
Check out our great college special:
From io:ooPM to Close,
Buy one Large or Extra Large pizza @ regular
menu price, get a second pizza oS equal or lesser
value FREE!
Valid for pick-up or Colby College Campus deliveries only.

877-727Z
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WEDNESDAY

OUTING CLUB CANOES OVER FALL BREAK

\

Volleyball vs. Bates
Wadsworth Gymnasium
7 p.m.
Gerrish Fund for Spiritual
Enrichment Lecture
Page Commons
7 p.m.
Donna Freitas, an Asst. Professor at BU, will speak
on "Sex and the Soul " and discuss how to juggle
sexuality, spirituality, and romance
Asif Saleh, Human Rights Activist
Diamond 122
7 p.m.
Saleh is Director of Drishtipat , an organization that
works with other groups in Bangladesh in
moments of crisis and longer termms human right
and climate change issues

THURSDAY

Realms of Faith: Medieval Art
Art Museum
12:30 p.m.
Noontime talk "The Sacred in Contemporary Art"
given by Colby Art Professor Veronique Plesch

Men's Soccer vs. Thomas
Loeb's Field
3:30 p.m.
Love the Trees
Lovejoy 215
7 p.m.
"They are Creatures Like Ourselves "
Russian Writers and Environmental Ethics

Financial Crisis Faces the Nation: Views
from the Inside
Diamond 142
7:30 p.m.
Panelists include Robert E. Diamond '73,
President of Barclays PLC, and Mich
ael Gordon '66, Chief Operating Officer of Angelo,
Gordon, and Company

FRIDAY
Vote Louder Day
Dana Lawn (rain- Heights Lounge)
10 a.m.
Get out there and vote EARLY if you are registered
to vote in the state of Maine

ES Alum Ted Wolff '86
Dana- Fairchild Dining Room
11:30 a.m.
Wolff returns to Colby to join students and faculty
for a tray lunch and discussion

The Role of the Individual
In Climate Change Justice
Foss- Private Dining Room
12 p.m.
Lunch and discussion with Afsan Chowdhury
and Professor Bulkan
Rumors
Runnals- Strider Theatre
6:30 p.m.
Tickets on sale this week in Pulver
$2.00 for students

A group of students, one professor, one staff member and two dogs canoed on the West Branch of the Penobscot over Fall Break with the ClC.

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

Field Hockey vs. Bowdoin
8/7/ Alfond Field
1
1 a.m.

Halloween Extravaganza
Roberts- 1st Floor Lobby
12 p.m.
A special event to get you ready
for the upcoming holiday

Men's and Women's Crew vs. Fall CBB
Colby-Hume Center
1
1 a.m.

Women's Soccer vs. Bowdoin
Loeb's Field
1
1 a.m.

Football vs. Bowdoin
Seaverns Field at Bill Alfond Stadium
1 p.m.

Men's Soccer vs. Bowdoin
Loeb's Field
1:30 p.m.

Music at Colby Concert Series
Lorimer Chapel
7:30 p.m.
The Bayide Trio featuring Nicole Rabata on flute,
Anastasia Antonacis on piano, Ani Kalayjian on
cello, and Solange Merdinian as mezzo soprano

World Series Night
Cotter Union- LoPo
7:30 p.m.
Grab your friends and come watch the game as
the Phillies beat the Devil Rays

Pepl Ginsberg
Mary Low Coffeehouse
9 p.m.
COme down and watch the performance
for a relaxed Saturday night

I

MONDAY
Math Colloquium
Mudd 405
4 p.m.
A Math Lecture with
Chrissy Maher
FYSS/Wellness Program
Page Commons
8 p.m.
Comedy and a message on alcohol misuse
presented by Bernie McGrenahan

TUESDAY
Bench Press for Pulmonary Fibrosis
Cotter Union- Wagner Patio
8 a.m.
The Colby men's Lacrosse Team will be accepting
plegdes for each rep completed

Environmental Impact Assessments
Diamond 122
4 p.m.
"Science and Policy: China 's Three Gorges Project"
with speaker Desiree Tullos, Dept. of Biological
and Ecological Engineering at Oregan State
University
On the Completion of the
Three Gorges Project
Diamond 142
7:30 p.m.
"And China 's Environmental Issues " with journalist
and environmental activist Dai Qing

_
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Highlights
This week at Colby

STUDENTS IN THE STREET

How are you going to
welcome the trustees?

The Alfond Rink Is Now OpenI

THIS WEEK'S POLL QUESTION

The Alfond Hockey Rink at
the Alfond Athletic Center
"With a firm handshake and good eye
contact."

Monday- Friday
9:30 a.m. and again at 11:30
Lace up your skates and head
down the rink during these times for
staff and student open skating.

Exercise Your Right as a Colby Student
and take the Alcohol Survey

This week online
www.colbyecho.com

—Nina Gold '09 and
Kate Humphrey '09

Do you think town-gown
relationshave improved?
LAST ISSUE'S RESULTS

Are you registered to vote in
Maine?

H

/ Online at the Community Digest
"I'll give 'cm a pound , I Hfe ^^^ |^^0|fl|
and say what up."
^M

Margaret McFadden and the Campus Culture
WorkingGroup are actively trying to utilize student imput to understand the role of
alcihol in student life and on campus. Help
than out by checking your email and replying
confidentially to the survey.

Fall Ball:
/¦ Follow the Yellow Brick Road
Afond Athletic Center- Wadsworth Gymnasium

—SammyDeering'12 I

Yes (78%)
No (22%)
!

Friday, October 24, 2008
Break out your best dress and your tie
for the 3rd Annual semi- formal Fall Ball. It's
hosted by the board of Trustees and the
i
Student Programming Board
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I "Hugs and kisses."
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—Nick Tucker '10
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Attention Colby Students!
This is the place for your voice to be heard;
what do you want to see here?
Please email Sarah Bruce at svbruce@colby.edu
with any political satire, scandalous photos or
'Overhead on the Hills' you may have.

Want to advertise in
the Echo?
echoads@colby.edu

Want to submit a photo,
artwork or cartoon f or
Forum?
svbruce@colby.edu

This is your place to be seen and heard, so take advantage
the open forum every week.

SEATING THINGS UP

JOKAS '
SPECIALS
Fisherman 's Ale (Barrel)
Was $184.99 now $79.99 + tax & deposit

Parrot Bay Sunset Surf (Case)
Was $32.99 now $16.99 + tax & deposit

Tall Poppy Merlot (750ml)
Was $9.99 now $6.99 + tax & deposit

Open Sun-Wed until 9 pm , Thurs until 10 pm , Fri
& Sat until midnight
We now have the largest selection of domestic and Import beers in
Central Maine.

873-6228

JOKAS' DISCOUNT BEVERAGES
52 Front St., Waterville, ME
DWOUNE WCKSON/THE GOBY ECHO

Steve Tatko '10 and Ramsey Meigs '11 boil a pot of water as f a s t as possible at the Woodsman Team s' Homecoming Weekend demonstration.
THIS WEEK'S FORECAST

www.tveather.com

Homecomingshow sets high expectations for year

HOMECOMING 08

Colby 's "co-edest " a cappella
group, the Megalomaniacs—all
sweatbands . tube socks and gym
shorts—prepared four songs for
the ni ght and sang two at each
show. For the Earl y Show, Danny
Hoshino ' 11 traded melodic verses with the crowd-pleasing rapping of Colin O'Shea '10 on
"Just the Two of Us." and senior
Esther Boy d led Wheatus 's
"Teenage Dirtbag " O'Shea featured in the latter as Noelle , the
seemingly unattainable crush
who turns out to also be an Iron
Maiden-loving teenage dirtbag.
Throughout the set , the younger
BOB Kj£V1. THE COtBT ECHO
Colin O Shea 10 of the Megalomaniacsstrongly rapped "Just the Two of Us. " female Megs seemed to have
entirel y too much fun, handling
ringing harmonies in "Just the
by a fiery Hasan Bhatti '10 and fea- Two of Us" and faux turntable
turing "trumpet " solos by Kevin scratches in "Dirtbag" with equal
Baier ' 11 and Menya Hinga '09. The energy and case.
The all-female Ethnic Vocal
oldest of Colby 's a cappella groups
then switched gears dramaticall y, Ensemble, Colby 's youngest a capslowing down for senior Eben pella group, entered next. Nikki
By KRIS MIRANDA
Witherspoon 's smooth solo on Billy Crocker *09 and Emily Finlay ' I I
COPY EDITOR
split solo duties on Gwen Stefani's
Joel's "She's Got a Way."
Taking the stage next mostl y "The Sweet Escape," which also
Each of Colby 's six a cappella attired m black and blue , the showed off precise layering in the
groups aimed to showcase versatility Cotbyettes started with a prettily chorus. First-years Allie Stitham and
on October 17 at Iheir two-part melancholy performance of the Lauren Kerr debuted strong solos on
Waterville Opera House sampler, a Beatles' "Because." achieving a tight "Boom Boom Ba," by Irish-African
popular mainstay
of Family blend and repeatedl y demonstrating duo Metisse. EVE had little trouble
Homecoming Weekend. This article the effectivenessof silence as a musi- trading the original's electronic flacovers the 7 p.m. Early Show.
cal punctuation mark Back from a vor for voices only.
Whispered cheers could be heard
Opening as always, the Colby- semester abroad, resident powerEight effortlessly set the bar high house soloist Catherine Fanning '09 from a few fans at the appearance of
with a masterfully harmonized , then took the mic for "If I Ain 't Got Lcroy. the Blue Li ghts ' pet tree
impeccably timed rendition of Boyz You." which also featured first-year (introduced as a junior "from the
II Men 's "Thank You," spearheaded addition Catherine Gallagher.
Arboretum"), when Colby 's younger

Each a cappella
group gave its all
in perf ormance

WMHB DJ of the month

Best music to listen to before
heading out on the weekend?
Amy Whatever Nadege is playing since the speakers on my compuier are beyond busted.
Nadege Right now it 's mostly
Santogold with a ton of Kanye
West thrown in.
If you were going into battle,
what album would you want to
play behind you?
Amy. Could you clarify battle?
Like are we talking waging war. or
a friendly Pokemon battle here 9
Hmm e40—"Tell Me When To
Go."
Nadege Anything from the Foo
Fighters' "in Your Honor."
Best music for a road trip with
friends?
Amy Anything and everything...lots of Nell y. TJ, Weezy.
Phil Collins . Ludacns, Billy Joel ,
all the classics reall y
Nadege Agreed, a medley is
best: Rihanna . Madonna, Coldp lay,
Daft Punk, The Kooks, Tegan and
Sara, Enc Hutchinson
Song you are singing the
ibower?
Amy Probably a Disney song
Nadege- Absolutely a Celine
Dion power ballad
Beat album for a rainy day ?
Amy Jay Z's Black Album
Nadege Black Eyed Peas,
"Monkey Business "

All around favorite album or
song?
Amy: Lil' Wayne f. Hot Boys "Shine ."
Nadege: Fatboy Slim, "Ri ght
Here, Right Now."
Music you 're listening to
instead of or while doing homework?
Amy 99 percent chance it 's
Daddy Yankee.
Nadege. Anything in my
'recently added ' playlist. But probably in the 90s pop vein (Britney is
my guilty pleasure).
Best album after a tough
break up ?
Amy: Not an album per se. but
some
good
old
Destiny 's
Child/Beyoncc girl power ish
haha.
Nadege: "I Kissed A Girl" by
Katy Perry, .because now the
boyfriend can't get mad right?
Pre 1990s singer/group you
would bring back today?
Amy
New Kids on the
Block...woo what a comeback'
Nadege: Salt 'N Pepa.
If you created your own
album , what would you call it?
Amy Neon Pandas
Nadege: Self-titled. Like all of
the great divas
If not in the mood for music
what's the next best thing?
Amy: Practicing beat-boxing
and krumping Or a rousing
episode of Jeopardy
Nadege Watching Amy learn to
beat-box from YouTube, attempt
'krumpmg ' and getting all the
answers before her when we watch
Jeopardy

chorus turn, then did a little tag-team
beatboxingwith Castelino so the latter
could take the last chorus alongside
Sejal Patel 09, perhaps the quintessential Little Lady With a Big Voice.
The groups all took up spots in the
outside stairwell afterward to sell
CDs, along with t-shirts for
LuziCare, a group started by Jamie
Goldring *09 to raise, money and support for healthcare m Malawi. They
then had scarce timt to grab dinner
and warm up for tie 9 p.m. Late
Show. All in all, a busy night for
Colby a cappella, ppmising great
thines to come throuetout the vear.

ROB KICvn/TMC LlBY ECHO

Play both engaging and complex
NEWS STAFF

Day and Time Show Ai rs :
Sunday 8-10 p.m.
Name of Show: Sunday Night
ExtravaGangsta.
A little about your show Lots
of great new hip-hop with some
old-school stuff and a bit of reggae
mixed in.

stage and joined the Sirens (after
half-improvised bickering) for a joint
performance of Coldplay 's "Viva La
Vida." Sticking with the Sirens' characteristic passing around of solos,
different voices started each verse
and chorus as the Blue Lights substituted adept repetition of the syllable
doh for the original 's pulsing string
backbone, and the ladies alternated
between similarly rhythmic voice
parts and soaring over the beat with
more sustained notes (the first occurrence of which had a vibrato nothing
short of angelic). Blue Light senior
Drew Hill had a Darticularlv stronc

I THEATER REVIEW

By COURTNEY YEAGER

CAROLINE DCKSOTVTHE COLBY ECHO

all-male a cappella group took the
stage. Senior Garrett Rayner 's oral
agility
and junior
Brandon
Castelino's vocal power were terrific foils in a kineticall y charged
cover of Jason Mraz's "Geek in the
Pink." Judging from scattered
chuckles , more parents than students quickl y recognized the Blue
Lights ' second song, "Good
Vibrations," with Steve Olzerowicz
'10 soloing on verses and Alec Oot
'10 on the chorus.
As a fitting bookend in contrast to
Eight 's traditional outfit of
the ColbV|
white shirts with ties and khakis, the
Sirens took the stage last
wearing the nuttiest costumes yet. Sophie Sarkar * 11
in her now-familiar bumblebee get-up, Piper Haywood
'10 with mat belt of discs
vaguely resembling armor,
Catherine Woodiwiss '09
half-wearing and halfclutching a... sleeping bag?
Jazzy (and on this night ,
shiny) junior Kathleen
Fallon opened Diana Krail' s
"Temptation" (originally by
Tom Waits) with scat singing
before the others joined in to
produce a much bigger
sound than you 'd think nine
small and smallish girls
could muster, in the process
lending some heat to one of
the colder nights Waterville
has seen in awhile.
As a grand finale, the
Blue Lights returned to the

When I entered Strider Theater
last Friday night , I was very pessimistic about the evening to follow. The Slices of Life Festival of
African Plays is the third performance I have been required to see
as a student in a Beginning
Playwnting course , and the previous two shows have left a lot to be
desired. As I settled into my seat,
however . I became pleasantly
engaged in the three abbreviated
African plays that were presented.
"Two years ago, a group of
Colby students in my African
Drama and Performance class
asked me why it is that we never
stage African plays at Colby. I took
this as a challenge to get some of
these great dramatic works produced ," Assistant Professor of
Theater and Dance and Artistic
Director
of
Slices
Laura
Chakravarty Box wrote in the program. Students carefully chose and
directed segments of three distinct
African p lays , which were well
received by the audience.
Wedlock of the Gods, written by
Zula Sofola and directed by Ashlee
Holm '09, was the shortest of the

three performances, lasting merely
ten minutes. This play held my interest the least, perhaps because there
was not enough time to become
engrossed in the characters or their
actions. Wedlock was the shortest
play, yet it contained the most characters. The four women were
dressed plainly in makeshift dresses,
and mother and
daughter argued
greatly about the
daughter 's illegitimate pregnancy.
Escar Kusema '09
p layed the intricate role of the
daughter, and her
acting skills truly
shone as the lead
in this play. Her
performance was
possibly the most
flawless and compelling of the night.
Wedlock had some promising potential , but unfortunately the allotted
time did not allow this play to fully
blossom and grasp the attention of
its audience.
The second play, Sizwe Bansi is
Dead, written by Athol Fugard, had a
run time of roughly thirty minutes.
While at first I found this play difficult to follow, I soon realized that

Sizwe wai being forced to leave his
hometown by the government. The
entire play is a satirical presentation
of the identification system in Africa,
and it was generally well-done. A
friendship between two men develops as they find a dead man and his
identification book; they now must
decide if Sizwe should immorally
steal his identity in
order to evade the
laws of the African
government. For
the length of this
play, primarily a
wordy dialogue
between two characters, the actors
performed relatively well. 1 was
biased toward this
play,
however,
because I find
government conspiracies and corruptions to be fascinating. The director
of Sizwe Bansi, Sean Senior '10,
made respectable, simple choices
overall , especially regarding the set
of the stage. The charm of the actors,
however, truly brought this play to
life. One couldn 't help pitying
Sizwe's helpless character and agreeing with the dishonest ideas of his
friend, Buntu.

...the women's
realization of
their equality to
men at the end
of the play was
heartwarming.

As a fabulous ending to 5/i'ds, a
remarkable illustration of the bnd
between two women is presentd in
...And the Girls in their Suifay
Dresses, by Zakes Mda. This j ay
also ran for thirty minutes, as the|vo
actresses bickered about tfcir
promiscuous actions and submissm
to men. I enjoyed this play tremndously; director Tiffany Martin 19
did a fantastic job with the prodction and the acting left me o
enthralled that 1 am curious how t;
full-length play truly ends. .
women's rights play can always h
appreciated , especially by a womai
and the women 's realization of thet
equality to men at the end of the pkv
is heartwarming. They wanted to liberate themselves from the confines
of their current roles as a prostitute •
and a maid, which is both ambitious
and admirable in the oppressed t
African characters.
¦
For someone who was hesitant to ,*,
waste another Friday night watching *J
a potentially monotonous perfor- y
mance, I was astounded by the talent ^
of the students at our College. I am I
glad that Slices was a requirement *\
for my Playwnting course, because D
otherwise I may have neglected to I
see a truly spectacular show.

:

Portland bar scene active and diverse !

HOTSPOTS

Commercial Street in Portland on
a Saturday night is filled with laughter and excitement. The wait for a
table at dinner is often an hour or
longer if you get into the city past 6
p.m. People are walking around from
bar to bar and spending time by the
water For five dollars you can park
your car until early the next morning,
which allows ample time to explore
the city at night.
Getting down there for the night
if you are under twenty-one may not
be worth it , as there aren 't a lot of
places to go after dinner. However,
for the twenty-one and up crowd
Portland is a place to check out at
least once. The drive onl y takes a lit-

tle over an hour and if you make a
full night of it , you won 't feel as if
you are wasting your time. It 's a
great opportunity to gel to know a
city in Southern Maine , which is
alive with business and fun.
After choosing from a huge variety of restaurants and grabbing a
late dinner , it 's hi gh time to hit the
bars. A great place to start is Andy 's
Old Port Pub. A small pub, the bar
offers plenty of drinks as well as a
more intimate atmosphere. Tables
are small , and placed well for small
conversation. Some ni ghts the bar
offers a small live band. You have
the option to order food as well ,
from a typical pub fare menu.
Commercial Street Pub is
another great place to stop by. It
offers many TVs to catch a game
on , pool tables and occasional live
music. The crowd is diverse and
game time especially can get a little
rowdy with everyone rooting for
the Red Sox or the Patriots.
However , make no mistake ,

Commercial Street Pub is not a
sports bar, despite the TVs. It is
primarily a neighborhood bar,
where the bartender knows a lot of
the people coming in and everyone
is having a great time. If you come
here looking for food, you won 't
find much , but with around thirteen
beers on tap, they have plenty else
to offer.
Three Dollar Dewey's offers a
comfortable and casual atmosphere
for customers. Prices are very reasonable and the bar deals change on
different nights. For food you can
choose from a variety of options and
complement your meal with a beer.
With 36 draft beers and about 7-10
different seasonal drafts which obviously change throughout the year,
any patron is sure to find something
to please the taste buds.
RJ Ra 's Irish Pub is part of a
larger chain , but still retains local
flavor. All the interior, including the
bar, signs and wooden panels , were
imported directly from Ireland when

the bar opened , making it very 4
unique in the area. The bartenders
generally know a lot about the \
drinks they serve and about the city '*•
itself. The food isn 't the greatest, I
but the bar offers a wide selection of 3
beers and a friendly environment to 3
drink in. The inside is very rustic ]
looking and you can hear the Irish ¦

music playing from outside.
These are only a few bars to
explore in a vast Portland night life.
Walk around the city, explore
Congress Street and small side
streets because there are plenty
more bars in these areas too
Commercial Street is a great start
because it is right on the water, but I
would highly recommend exploring
all the city has to over. Even during
the day these places are great to visit
for an afternoon drink. Portland is
easy to navigate any time of day and
the city feels safe. So go, be part of
the laughter and fun that fills the
roads between bars on any given
weekend night.
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REVIEWS

loan Wickersham
to read
pt the Collegenext week
isiting Writers
eriesbringsgreat
\uthorto shareworiz
By AMANDA MELLO
A&E EDITOR

Memoirs are never easy to
nc. How do you sit down and
(plain to the world the intimate
•tails of your life and
l.lress all the questions a
ider may have? Memoirs
¦ten become a process of
-covery for the writer, even
ten they thought they had it
| figured out. For Joan
Kkcrsham , however , the
ocesS of writing her mem: came from her own qucsr.s. which is perhaps why it
i powerful memoir of love
A confusion. The Suicide
lex is Wickersham 's most
icenl book and dives deep
ito questioning her life
rowing up and the man she
night she knew until he
ok his own life: her father.
Wickersham will bring her
i irtfclt story to campus on
t tuber 28. In the intimate
.hinson
Reading
Room,
nLkcrsham will share parts of her
ory, which was recently nominatj lor a National Book Award . The
uhng will begin at 7 p.m., with a
rceptibn to follow in the
resident 's Room. Wickersham
lines to campus to read as part of
w Creative Writing Department 's
isiting Writers series , which
rings
many
e 11 - k n o w n
uihors
and
nets to campus
i share their
o r k .
uckcrsham is
K second and
tst reader of
ie fall semesLT .
but more
iters will be
ming to camLS during the
pnng term.
With
The
¦i, ids Index Wickersham tried to
iece together her memories of a
ither whose choice of death
reed her to question every memrj she had. She had experimented
¦its many forms to tell her story,
it settled on an index style. This
lyle offers an ironic order to a
ubject that is chaotic and anything
tit structured. More than a story
¦mut the loss of her father
. The
•¦•wide Index is about living

so Movie somewhat hard to push through but ends strong

together as a family with all its
dark moments , comedic ones and
the silence that surrounds family
secrets. It sparks a conversation
about the taboo subject of suicide
that prompts many of the same
questions for the people left
behind.
Wickersham has also authored
many short stories , which have
won various awards including
Ploughshares ' Cohen Award for

COWTESY OF JO.N WICKt RSIUM

Best Short Story, and the novel
The Paper Anniversary. Her work
has appeared in the popular literary anthology The Best American
Short Stories. She has also been
published in AGN1. Glimmer
Train , The Hudson Review,
Ploughshares and Story. As well as
her short stories , Wickersham has
also shared her essays which have
been published in
Glamour, Yankee
and The Boston
Globe. She has
also read on-air
essays
for
National Public
"On
Radio 's
Point "
and
" M o r n i n g
Edition. "
The
Suicide
Index
has
received a lot of
pratsc from a
wide variety of
people. Wickersham offers a very
persona] and uni que story and
reading experience for students at
the College. Her reading next
Tuesday is likely to make a deep
impact on listeners , as much stTong
personalized writing does. If you
can , make the time to come to the
Robinson Room next week with an
open mind and heart to listen to
this incredible author.

Wickersham
offers a very
personalized
and unique
story and reading experience
for students at
the College.

Dolby improv Performance

e By Ben Cunkelman, staff writer

I

Of all the plots that screenwriters and directors put on the silver
screen , the underdog story is a perennial favorite. They certainly make
for epic sports movies such as Rocky, Remember the Titans. The Mig htyDucks and Miracle. So how about a film about windshield wipers? Marc
Abraham's Flash of Genius tells the true story of Professor Bob Kearns
(our David , played by Greg Kinnear) and his battle with the Goliath
automotive industry. Yet there is more to this story than trying to keep
water off the windshield.
In Flash of Genius, Professor Bob Reams leads an unremarkable middle class life in suburban Detroit in the 'sixties with his wife and six
children. Between lecturing on the weekdays and attending church on
Sundays, however, he has a talent for invention. One rainy day, upon
noticing that the wipers on his car are ineffective in doing their supposed
job, he begins to think of a way to improve them so that they function
much like an eyelid. Just as the eyes blink at certain intervals, the wipers
should sweep across the windshield with pauses in between. Thus
Kearns invents the intermittent windshield wipe—something the automotive industry at that time had been trying to do for years—and his battle has just begun.
Kearns takes his new invention to some automotive corporations
and eventually Ford agrees to use his product. He begins to dream of
bigger and better things for his family with the new cash influx from
his ingenious invention. But Ford suddenly and mysteriously drops
their end of the deal. Kearns happens to be strolling in the rain one
evening when he sees his very invention on a brand new Ford. In a
scene that is so serious to the point that it is laughable , his intermittent
wipers ominousl y swipe water off the car in slow motion. At times this
film takes itself too seriously over the wrong things. But there is no
mistaking the seriousness of stealing somebody 's idea , and this film is
solely about Kearns and his search for the truth. All other characters
are essentially negligible.
Soon we will discover that Keams's determination in trying to get
Ford to admit its wrongdoing is exasperating not only to his family, but
also to us (the viewers) as well. At times Flash of Genius feels like a
less-polished Pursuit of Happyness or a lighter Beautiful Mind, with
Kearns playing the John Nash of Motown. Professor Kearns even suffers
an emotional and mental breakdown and alienates his entire family in his
search for the truth. As the movie drags on through every literal and
metaphorical rain cloud, we cannot help but wonder if we are ever going
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¦toy improv put on a spectacular performance during Parents
generating plenty of laughter f r o m this year s' audience. As
ual the group shocked their crowd in delightful ways. Colby Improv
presents one campus group out of the many that has been working
"d to ready themselvesf o r last weekend's performances. Many parents
»te to Parents Weekends, and the variety of shows offers them the
nice to see their children perform as well as providing a great look
'to the different things students can Join and attend here at the College.

l <tkend,

to see the sun again. Yet just as all hope seems lost , Kearns gets his day
in court with the bosses at Ford. This is easily the strongest scene in the
entire film. Unfortunately, it occurs in the final fifteen minutes of a twohour escapade. Nevertheless. Kinnear is genuine and snappy in the final
frames. To avoid any spoilers , let 's just say that Kearns representing
himself in court against one of the most powerful corporations in
America is fitting in these troubled times. It makes you want to stand up
and cheer for everyone who has struggled against the big machines of
industry and commercialization. But it 's more than that. As Kearns says,
he 's looking to change things. He is representing "everyone else who has
had their own idea , they cannot just be walked over by these guys".
Change in white-collared practices on the behalf of the little guy?
Sounds a little familiar.

While not entirely original, book draws reader in to tale
By Emily Hansen, staff writer

Lauren Weisberger, the author of the extremely popular novel The
Devil Wears Prada , is back with her latest piece of chic-lit. In Chasing
Harry Winston, she tells the story of a group of late twenty-somethings
living in Manhattan. Friends since college , Emmy, Leigh and Adriana are
as different as can be. Emmy is a "serial monogamous" who has just been
dumped by her longtime boyfriend, while Adriana is a gorgeous and freespirited Brazilian who flits from man to man. Leigh balances, or at least
in theory should balance , the two out. She is a career-obsessed perfectionist who is in a relationship with "the one," or so she keeps telling herself. In what becomes the impetus for Weisbcrger's rather predictable
talc , Emmy and Adriana make a deal to radically change their lives. The
rest of the novel chronicles the repercussions of this pact , and though it
is an enjoyable read, this story ultimately is too prescribed.
What starts out as a typical Saturday night for these young women
becomes life altering (yes unoriginal, 1 know, that is part of the problem
with Weisberger's story), as Emmy and Adriana swear to rework their
lives. Emmy takes a job abroad and vows that the "level of [her] planned
whoredom will make [Adriana] proud." On the flip side, the once sexually liberal Adriana promises to give monogamy a try. Lei gh stays out of
the pact , yet she seems to have her own misgivings about her supposedly perfect relationship.
All three women 's storylines are entertaining. There were many
instances when I laughed out loud , or found myself engrossed in this
shallow plot. Emmy's "Tour de Whore" is highly amusing, as is
Adriana 's attempt at monogamy. However, whatever substance there is in
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Flash of Genius presents a modern day tale of David and Goliath

Chasing can be found in Leigh 's story line. Even thoug h she abstains
from Emmy and Adriana's pact , Leigh is the character whose life changes
the most throughout the course of the novel.
Leigh is described as the "perfect woman." She has a wonderful publishing job, a huge apartment, and a doting soon-to-be fiance; however,
her life is not complete. Readers instantly recognize that Leigh's problem
is that she cannot let loose and have a good time. The novel's first page
describes her "No Human Contact " Monday nights. This woman literally locks herself in her apartment on Mondays and refuses to interact with
her friends, family, or boyfriend. Moreover, Leigh's "ideal" relationship
with her handsome sportscaster boyfriend is only ideal in the eyes of the
world. Leigh goes along with what everyone tells her. mainly that she and
Russell are the perfect couple, all the while knowing that there is something missing in her relationship. Leigh's story becomes interesting when
she meets the best selling author and wild party boy Jesse Chapman.
Jesse wants Leigh to edit his latest book, and , not surprisingly, sparks fly
between the two. So not to give too much away, Leigh finally steps out
of her "perfect life" and learns what real passion is about. She , as well as
Emmy and Adriana, must ultimately decide who she wants to be.
A story about young women finding themselves in New York City is
not particularly original. In fact, many of the novel's twists and turns are
foreseeable a mile down the road. But that is not to say that one should
avoid Weisberger 's book. What it lacks in creativity, it makes up for in
entertainment. If you arc looking for a quick and fun read , I would definitely suggest this book.

For a great Pinot Grigio try the Lagaria from Trentino

By Amanda Mello, a&e editor

Wine has always been one of my favorite drinks with dinner. My first erence of mine. 1 don 't enjoy a glass of wine that I can smell from sitting
experience with a wine tasting taught me to appreciate wine with all five back in my seat while it 's still on the table. Instead I prefer to enjoy the
senses. Wine obviously pleases the taste buds, but when looking at a scent while I lift the glass to take a sip, so as to enjoy taste and smell
glass of wine, one should note the color, the smell and the touch of the equally rather than being overwhelmed by the smell as it drifts toward
wine on your tongue. Sound is less obvious in wine tasting, but often the my tongue.
When tasting the wine a slight citrus flavor, as well as a mixture of
clinking of a toast before the meal is considered important to the overall
experience. Unfortunately, this knowledge has not made me any kind of melons entered my mouth. This combination makes the wine land someexpert on wines, but it has enhanced by experience with drinking it , as where between sweet and sour, an almost addictive flavor The onl y
problem l could rind witn the taste was
well as my understanding ot the complexithat I found myself finishing it too quickty of the drink.
ly. It was too easy to finish the glass even
And of course, whether a wine expert or
before the meal came. Now of course,
not , one can usually tell if they are enjoymany people may have far more self disciing the glass before them. Recentl y, I had
pline than I do and therefore would have
the opportunity to enjoy a glass of Lagaria
no trouble savoring the taste, as wine
Pinot Grigio with dinner. The Lagaria
should be enjoyed slowl y to truly experiPinot comes from around Trentino , Italy
ence it.
and far exceeds many of the other Pinot
Overall . Lagaria Pinot Grigio is a
Grigios I have tasted in the past. Italian
drink that I will be coming back to. While
pinot grigios arc typically leaner than those
I' ve typically gone to the Cavit Pinot
found in other countries or regions. The
Grigio when shopping for white wine
Lagaria was true to form in its light taste.
because it is inexpensive, in the future I
Given the color of the wine, it did not
will be shopp ing around for the Lagaria.
appear to be that old. As white wine ages it
which from my online research is not too
becomes darker in color, reaching almost a
much more expensive.
yellow or gold. The Lagaria was light in
If you enjoy the pinot grigio. 1 would
color, even in contrast to other pinot grihighly recommend the Lagaria as next on
gios 1 have tried. However, age did not
anyone 's list to try. Like most white wines
seem to make a difference for this wine.
PHOttfOUCHITCOM
it would pair greatly with seafood or with
While I did not have an older wine to draw Lagaria Pinot Grigio offers a sweet citrusy taste.
a pasta dish with a white sauce rather than
a comparison with , I truly enjoyed the
red (though I had it paired with pizza, and
glass in front of me and never thought it
should have been aged longer. However, my assumption would be no, as while it didn t add to the flavor of the food , it certainly didn t take away
from it either). So next time you are out or for your next dinner party,
most white wines do not need to be aged for better quality.
The wine was subtle and sweet to smell , which has always been a pref- search around for the Lagaria Pinot Grigio; it 's well worth it.

I

WOMEN'S SOCCER

VOLLEYBALL

Even in losses , Mules battle , fall to formidable foes
career records set
nation The team fell behind in the
seventh minute, but hung tough and
trailed onl y 2-0 at the halftime interval. However. Amherst poured on the
attack in the second half, hammering
home four goals to secure a 6-0 victory. Colby goalkeeper Loni Pisani
'11 was tested all day, facing 20
Amherst shots and making four
saves in the loss.
The Mules looked to rebound after
the tough loss with a midweek clash
with in-state rival the University of
Southern Maine USM struck first in
the 30th minute , but Colby responded
just eight minutes later when defender
Hannah Holbrook '10 tallied her first
collegiate goal on a crack from just
outside the 18-yard box. The teams
battled back and forth , but the game
could not he settled in regulation. In
overtime Lady Luck took the side of
USM , as a shot deflected off the inside
of the post and went in . handing the
Mules a 2-1 defeat. The Mules went
back home with nothing to show for a
game they dominated, as they held advantages of 16-3 in shots and 7-2 in
comer kicks but were turned away
constantly by the USM goalkeeper,
who made nine saves in the victory.
There was to be little rest for the
team, however, as they were pressed
into action for two games this past
weekend after their previously scheduled game with Williams had to be
BOB KIEVTT, THE COLBT ECHO
Leah Turino 11 keeps the ball away f r om a Williams defe nder in the Mules ' moved to Sunday, First up was a Saturday clash with Connecticut Col1-0 loss to the Ephs on Sunday, Oct. 19 during Homecoming Weekend.
By DOUG SIBOR
STAFF WRITER

similar fashion as the Wesleyan
match, the Mules lost the first set (25141 . captured the second (25-21 ), but
then dropped the last two of the match
Althoug h the volleyball team has (25-18 and 25-14). Lawrence had 28
tallied mam non-conference w ins this assists. 17 digs and three sen ice aces
season, throug hout the weekend the for the Mules Law ler added 11 kills
Mules continued to struggle with se- and four blocks , while Lanssa Levine
" 10 finished with four blocks
curing victories against New Eng land
Small College Athletic Conference
Despite disappointing losses, sevopponents In a back-to-back match eral talented Mules have recently
schedule . Colbj dropped matches to earned landmark career records On
Wesleyan University and Tnnit> Col- Oct. 4 Lawrence became Colby 's alllege on Saturday Oct IS in Hartford. time career assist leader, tall ying a
Conn The previous day. on Friday. total of 91 assists in her two matches
Colbj also fell to (. onnecticut College against Emmanuel College and Keene
at Tnnir> All three w eekend matches Stale College She notched a total of
resulted in a score of 3-1 The Mules 3.716 assists to beat the previous
now fall to 9-12 on the season and 0- record of 3,671. set by kimberly
Prescott
(2000fi in the conference
2003). "I am very
In the first of the
two
matches
excited that [Lawcrence 's]
legacy
against Wesleyan.
will be left within
Heather \rvidson
our Colb y volley' I I led the game
ball program beb> contributing III
kills and si\ blocks
cause
she
is
for the Mules
well-deserving of
it ." Head Coach
After dropping the
first set to the CarCandice Parent said
of
the
recorddinals. Colb> made
a comeback to earn
breaker During the
a 25-23 win over
same
weekend,
classmate Law ler
the Wesleyan in the
Candice Parent surpassed
1 .000
second set The
Head Coach
kills in her career.
Cardinals hardly
She became one of
slowed down, and
onl y four players at
returned to win the
(
.olby who have reached the 1 .000
next two sets 2>-2 () and 26-24, This
win improved Wesleyan " s record to kills landmark
18-5 overall and 7-1 in the
Just days after Law rence set her
NESCAC. In the Mules ' effort. first career record, she broke another
Meredith Uwler 09 had 10 kills and on Oct 8. In Colbj 's game against the
Jenny Lawrence '09 finished with 22 University
of New
Eng land.
assists Andrea Rosengarten "12 and Lawrence had four service aces to
Clare Reich 11 both contributed 22 reach a total of 310 career service
aces This edged out Prescott 's record
defensive digs
Immediatel y following the Wes- of 310 on her career
With some impressive feats acleyan match , the Mules returned to the
court to face off against the Trinity comp lished by individual p layers,
Bantams Although the host team Colby now looks to transfer the indisported a closer record to the vidual talent into team play. The
Mules * —-Trinity is 11-10 overall and Mules host Bates College today at 7
2-6 in the conference—the Mules p.m. in the Wadsworth Gymnasium
failed to capitalize on the opportunity
for their first home match since the
of facing a weaker team. In a very first weekend of play on Sept. 9.
By MOLLY BIDDISCOMBE
SPORTS EDITOR

I am very excited that
[Lawler 's] legacy
will be left
within our program because
she is well-deserving of it.

Cycling takes D-II title

The women ' s soccer team played a
very unforgiving portion of their
schedule over the last two weeks The
Mutes ha\ e emerged from these difficult contests with a 0-3-1 record, an

understandable result given the caliber of teams they have been p laying.
Two Saturdays ago the team made
the long trip out to Amherst. Mass. to
take on the dominant Lord Jeffs, who
are presently ranked number two in
New Fngland and number nine in the

lege, a team the Mules defeated i
thrilling fashion last year in New Lor
don . This year 's showdown ws
equally compelling, with both team
seeing quality chances and forcing th
goalkeepers into action in a game th;
ended up just as it started, a 0-0 tit
Both teams ended up with 17 shoi
apiece, with the Conn, goalkeeper a
well as Pisani making 11 saves to po<
matching shutouts. The shutout we
Pisani's third of the season.
Colby had a quick turnaround to pre
pare for Williams, who went into th
game ranked number one in both Ne\
Fngland and the nation. Shutting dow
the potent Williams attack was certainl
a challenge for the Colby defense, bi
one it was prepared for as it held th
Ephs off for much of the game
Williams did get on the board early on
goal in the ninth minute, but wer
turned away time and again by Pisan
who made 12 saves. Despite constar
pressure by the Colby forward*
Williams managed to escape with a U
victory in a contest that many spectator
noted was one of Colby's best playo
games of the season.
The Mules will look to rebound thi
week as they take on Husson College o
the road and New England Small Collegi
Athletic Conferencerival Bowdoin Col
lege this Saturday at home. The teat;
presently holds the eighth and Mm
NESCAC tournament spot but will nee
a strongfinish to ensurea postseasonben!
and perhaps a rematch with Williams.

Men s soccer goes 1-0-1 on weekend league games
From MEN'S SOCCER. Page 16

short. The score at the half was 0-0.
but the Camels had two good chances
with 12 and 10 minutes left. First , a
Camel broke free and had an open
look at just goalie Marden and the
net The forward struck a line drive at
the far post stdc netting, but Marden
lay out fully horizontal and used
every inch of his 6*5" frame to stop
it. The second near-goal was when
starting sweeper Ben Desmond "11
blocked a cross—unfo rtunatel y with
his crotch—and it deflected toward
the net. It was nearly an own goal , but
Marden scooped the ball up Before
going into the half, the Mules looked
strong, stringing lots of passes together and gaming confidence going
into the second half.
With the start of the second quarter. Colby was introduced to the man
who is Matt Boyas-Watson "12. He
played smart soccer with accurate ,
calculated passes to his teammates.
His sty le is not the long ball over the
top. but the through ball on the
ground to the feet of the forwards.
One such pass in the 50th minute led
to a breakaway, but the Camel de-

fense took the Mule forward down
from behind, resulting in a free kick.
The Mules stayed on the offensive
with Sciberling crossing the ball well
from the left wing. Finally, in the
56th minute , Colby cashed in with a
sp lendid
goal.
Todd Bocrtzel "09
crossed a ball from
the left corner that
Sciberling headed
to captain Tom
"The General" Milaschcwski '09. a
defender
who
moves up on corner kicks to be
volleyed into the
back of the net.
The rest of the
game was characterized by several
near goals for both
teams. Conn, had
some excellent opportunities off of free kicks and corners. With 11:30 left, David Kellogg
lofted a free kick to teammate Trevor
Prop het. Prophet headed the ball over
Marden who leaped backwards and
punched it just OVCT the net . For
Colby, its chances came with three
minutes left. After two crosses by

Bennett and Bocrtzel , King struck a
volley just wide of the net. King
blocked a last-chance Camel free
kick to ensure a shutout with time
winding down , and the Mules went
on to win one to nil , picking up their
second NESC AC
win. Colby did an
impressive
job
stalling with the
ball in the last few
minutes, much to
the chagrin of the
Camel goalie.
Sunday 's game
again featured Marden, as well as a
shutdown defense,
to keep NESCAC
powerhouse
Williams (7-2-2) to
a scoreless tie. Peter
Randall * 12 worked
the sideline all day
and created opportunities in the middle. Bocrtzel
showed off his big arm on a number
of occasions with long throws deep
into the Ephs ' box. The defense
played efficiently. Their clears went to
teammates and the midfield did a
great job controlling the ball. This
game was one of Colby 's strongest in

Sunday's game
again featured
Marden , as well
as a shutdown
defense, to keep
NESCAC powerhouse Williams
(7-2-2) to a
scoreless tie.

terms of possessing the ball and mak
ing good decisions. However, neithe
team could convert. From the 30th 6
the 38th minutes , Williams had
number of chances due to winnin:
most of the goal kick in the air. In tin
33rd to 34th minutes, Williams hai
two line drives, one off the post, and
top spin shot that Marden dcflectci
over the goal. However, in the la*
minutes of the opening half , Lyfon
elevated for King a cross that wer
hi gh over the Ephs ' net.
The second half was more of th
same Milaschewski and Matt Shatki
'09 starred on a solid defensd, sacn
ficing their bodies to block shot*
"Dang lefest" King played hi
strongest game, nearly scoring on fre
kicks and volleys , and creating scor
ing opportunities.
The story of the weekend wasMar
den , who recorded two stratgri
shutouts, spanning 210 minutes.
"Dan reall y stepped up for us thi
weekend ," said Desmond.
Colby plays a midweek gam<
home against Thomas College befon
hosting Bowdoin College for the las
home game and senior day. Colb?
wraps up its regular season away ¦'
Bates College on Halloween.

FIELD HOCKEY

Colby earns NESCAC win in OT
Victory over
Camels puts Mules
at 1-2 on the week

On Sunday. Oct 12 Byron Memerth and the other membersof 'Colby cycling
competed in the downhill event at Sttnday River in the ECCC Champs

From CYCLING. Page 16

of the course. Massej and Han finished seventh and eighth , respecnvelj.
out of eig ht riders while Memerth
placed fourteenth
out of 21
Then came the
downhill.
the
mother
of
all
events "It 's pretty
"
lanatory
self-exp
Massey exp lained
"You nde the ski lift
up. and then nde
down on steep.
rock >. rooty sing letrack as fast as J-ou
can Sarah and 1
mostK do this event just for fun."
After the dust sealed on an afternoon
of pedal-to-thc-pedaldownhill. Massey
and Hart placed sixth and seventh, respectively out of eight nders while Memerth got thirteenth out of 29 in men 's B
and Green finished a very respectable
third OUT of 30 in men's A. no less

Although no members of Colby cycling ( applied mountain bike division)
won any of the individual events , the
team as a whole did win the ECCC
Division II Overall Championship ,
amassing the most points out of the 25
D-II schools that
competed this Tall.
Said Massey. "this
was pretty exciting ,
considering
that
Colby hasn 't had a
real mountain bike
team in a long
time " Massey herself also won the
f ( C C Division II
Female Omnium
Award for having
the most points this
fall of an> D-ll female.
This weekend, the four intrepid
members of the Colby mountain bike
team (cycling is a misnomer at this
point) will compete at Mountain Mike
Nationals in Banner Elk, North Carolina Break out the flannel

While the rest of
Colby was fall
breaking, these
Mules were
either falling or
braking...

By SARAH KIRKER
STAFF WRITER

The field hockey team had a very
busy week , playing three games in
seven days and going into overtime in
two consecutive contests Last Saturday. Oct. II , the team traveled to
Amherst , Massachusetts to take on the
K-4 Lord Jeffs, ultimatel y falling 3-1
Amherst came out ready to play, dominating the first half and taking an
early 2-0 lead. Five minutes into the
second half Amherst added another
goal to its lead as Molly Malloy
scored for the third time of the game.
Colby retaliated quickly to get on the
scoreboard on a strike by Meryl
Poulin ' I I . but in the end could not
muster the comeback it needed.
On Thursday. Oct. 16 . Colby faced
off against St. Joseph' s College in
Standish . Maine Again Colby went
the entire first half without a score
while the Monks were already on the
scoreboard three minutes into the
game But in the second half the
Mules came out ready to fi ght. Just
five minutes into the half Amy Campbell 10 scored on an assist by Poulin
' I I to tie it up. and did so with II
i minutes left in the game to finally
j give the Mules the lead Unfortunatel y

for the Mules. Al yssa Dunn of St.
Joseph 's scored her first goal of the
season with only four minutes left in
the game to send it into overtime Finall y, at 85 minutes into the competition in double overtime . St Joseph's
Kay la Nowell scored to break the
deadlock. Although the Mules did not
come out of this game with a win ,
they certainly battled their hardest ,
leaving everything they had on the
field. The St. Joseph's defense had no
less than 12 saves, including two team
saves, and Colby totaled 18 shots on
goal in the contest
The last game of the three-game
stretch was at home against Connecticut College on the morning of Saturday. October 18. Once again Colby
was kept off the board for the first half,
and the Camels went up 1-0 on a goal
by Abb y Hinc Still , Poulin scored
with just under 20 minutes left in the
game to tie it up, and for the second
time in two games the Mules found
themselves in overtime. However , in
this game the extra period finally went
the Mules ' way. with Campbell scoring just 1 33 into the first overtime on
an assist by Hannah O'Brien ' 12. who
notched her first collegiate point.
The win over Conn, carries extra
weight for the Mules as playoffs draw
closer. With only three more games
until New Fng land Small College
Athletic Conference playoffs . Colby
currentl y sits at the seventh spot in
the eight-team field. With the win
over Camels . Colby has head-to-head

wins against both Wesleyan and Connecticut , which hel ps its chances to
make the NESCACs. Still , the Mules
know that it is now or never in the

conference, considering that Colby '
last three regular games of the scasoi
will be against Williams (5-5), Bow
doin (11 -1), and Bates (5-6).

K l H t m SULLrWJ/THE COIBV FX«

After all their overtime troubles this season , the Mules finally came out
on top in their 2-1 OT vic tory over Connecticut College on Saturday.

CROSS COUNTRY

I SIBORSPACE

2008 NBA preview

Looking f orward
to the upcoming
basketball season

The women s team placed first in the 2008 State of Maine Championships.

Women 's team
wins Maine Champ.
By PAT BAGLEY
STAFF WRITER

Don 't run f a s t until the leaves are
.:!t of the trees. This venerable crosscountry adage is meant to illustrate
^lien harriers should mentall y and
p hysically prepare for their season 's
most important races. And now that
Maine 's leaves are browning and
tumbling in the cool weather, Colby
runners are just starting to turn in hot
performances.
"It was awesome to have a lot of
underclassmen surpass, or come close
10, their personal bests on a very difficult course," Mike Bienkowski '10
said of the 2008 State of Maine
( hampionships, held at the hilly and
-oft trails of Cumberland's Twin
Urook Recreation Center last Saturday. Bienkowski added that "the state
meet is a great opportunity for everybody on the team to
mntribute and lay
i on the line for
each other."
Perhaps
Bienkowski laid it on
'lie line the most.
\ hockey player-

c o m e -d i stan c e

ference rivals Bowdoin College (1st
place, 34 points) and Bates College
(3rd 2-4place, 52 points), the Mules
topped Maine Maritime Academy,
St. Joseph's University, the University of New England , the University
of Maine-Farmington, the University
of Maine-Presque Isle and Thomas
College.
No team , however, was better
than Colby 's women. They won the
Maine State Championshi p with an
impressively slim score of 30 points.
But that is not to say the Mules had
an easy trot to victory - Bowdoin 's
runner-up Polar Bears put up a tough
fi ght. Bowdoin runner Anne Monjar
wrestled the individual title from
Emma Linhard '11, who finished the
5-kilomctcr (3 miles) course in second place with a time of 18 minutes
and 49 seconds. Four seconds later,
Katrina Gravel ' I I darted into the
finishing
shoot
after nabbing third
place from Bowdoin 's number-two
runner.
Moments later ,
Cassie "Mad Dog"
Kni ght '11 broke a
surging Bowdoin
competitor
and
claimed fifth place
with a time of
19:01. With a
huge breakthroug h
performance ,
Bienkowski Nora McCall M l
raced to seventh
Runner
p lace , crossing the
finish
line
in
19:16. McCall finished ahead the
top four runners of Bates College,
who ran as a pack while they
blocked places nine throug h 12.
Mand y Ivey ' I I finished within
seconds of the Bates pack. Ivey
rounded out Colby 's winning score
with a 13th-place finish .
"We were psyched to win the
meet," Gravel said after the race. "We
placed four Colby runners in the top
seven, which was really exciting. Our
strength was in our packs."
While the State Championshi ps
made for a riveting win for the
women, larger races loom. And, as the
season builds into the cooler months ,
and the leaves fall from the trees, all
of the Colby harriers will be looking
to run even faster.

It was awesome
to have a lot of
underclassmen
surpass, or
come close to,
their personal
bests on a very
difficult course.

runner ,
Bienkowski has diligently become a
modest force of
nature on Colby 's
aoss-country and
irack teams. At
Mike
last
weekend's
State
Championships , he led the
Mules to a fourth place finish out of
i field of 10 teams. Individually, Bienkowski scored 33rd place , blazing
hroug h the 8-kilometer (roughly 5
inlcs) course with a crushingly consist ent pace. He crossed the finish
line in 28 minutes and eight seconds.
( hm Deroo '09, who battled a respiratory illness during the race , took
36th place and finished ten seconds
'K-liind Bienkowski. The varsity
team's score was rounded out by
\nd y Maguire '11 (42nd , 28:35),
Maithicu "Deep Sea" Nadeau *12
'45th , 28:44), and Jeremy Judge '09
o5th , 29:00).
Together , these five runners
scored a total of 153 points. Althou gh they were bested by New
I ngland Small College Athletic Con-

After the Red Sox season came to
a catastrophic close in Tampa against
the insanely lucky Rays I reacted a bit
unfavorably, with a chair in the Drummond lounge and then my poor roommate enduring the bulk of my rage. I
no longer had any must-see TV events
in my life—the Sox were out, the Patriots look awful and Lost won 't be
back on until January. My life had
been thrown into disarray by a team
that had never won more than 70
games and finished closer than 18
games out of first
place in the division.
However,
I
woke up the following morning
with
renewed
vigor as I realized
that there was a silver lining to this
state of squalid
misery into which I
had been thrust—I
could now focus
my attention solely
on the fast-approaching NBA
season. In case you weren 't paying attention, or simply don't like Boston
sports and ignore their many successes, the Celtics recaptured the
magic of yesteryear last season and
took home their 17th NBA Champ ionship. This victory was particularly
satisfying for those of us who grew up
watching the likes of Dino Radja and
Dwayne Schintzius patrol the same
parquet floor that at one time was
home to Bird. Russell, Cousy, Heinsohn, et al. This season, KG and the
boys will look to defend their title and
raise an 18th banner to the rafters of
the Shawmut/Flcet Center/TD Banknorth Garden, but a formidable group
of teams stands in their way in both
the Eastern and Western conferences.
The East features a stable of teams
that have improved over the offseason, or at least not gotten any worse.
The odds-on favorite to challenge
Boston has to be Cleveland, who took
the Celtics to the brink of elimination
in the playoffs last season and has the
best player on the planet in LeBron
James. This guy is an absolute freak
of nature—he is 6' 8" and weighs 250
lbs. Ifyou watch his games in HD you
can actually see wet spots left on the
floor by opposing players when he
drives to the basket. If he gets more
consistent in his mid-range shooting
game, the rest of the league is completely and unequivocall y screwed.
Old standby Detroit will certainly be
back , although one has to wonder
ifwhen its aging core of solid-butnot-quite-star players will beg in to
falter and tumble in the standings. Orlando has a strong group coming back
led by legendary actor Dwi ght
Howard, who will look to inherit the

throne of "worst free throw shooter in
the NBA" from Shaq. Philadel phia
and Toronto will be buoyed by their
additions of Elton Brand and Jermaine O'Neal , respectively, and will
certainl y make some noise if they can
keep their new stars health y. With all
that being said, the bulk of the power
still resides out west.
The defending conference champion Lakers will be very strong once
again , but could have a tough time
juggling the threesome of Lamar
Odom , Pau Gasol , and the returning
Andrew Bynum. It bears watching
whether Bynum will be fully recovered from his knee injury, and if
Odom can cope with his demotion to
second-worst athlete/actor ever to appear on Entourage after the Phil
Mickelson debacle two weeks ago.
San Antonio , who lost to the Lakers
in the conference last year, could suffer a setback due to Manu Ginobili's
ankle injury, which will keep him out
of the start of the season. If they are
to make it back to the finals , Tony
Parker-Longoria
will have to elevate
his game until Ginobili returns.
A team that may
take a big tumble
this year is Phoenix.
The amorphous
blob
formerly
known as Shaquillc
O'Neal is a shell of
his former self and
will struggle to stay
healthy, while dominant point guard
Steve Nash's relentless style of play is
starting to catch up with him as he
,
gets older as he already has turned an
ankle. Two teams on the rise that will
compete for the conference title this
year have to be Portland and New Orleans. Portland adds "rookie " Greg
Odcn to a team that just missed the
playoffs last year, and given that Oden
is older than most guys in the league,
they should be able to use his experience, along with their bench depth to
cruise to a playoff berth. New Orleans, who just missed a trip to the
conference finals last year, broke my
heart this offseason when it snatched
away the Celtics * all-time leading
Tommy Point getter, James Posey.
His championship experience combined with the energy and leadership
of Chris Paul and the ferocity of
David West should help New Orleans
vie for the top spot , and just maybe
help them sell out a home game.
The competition is going to be unbelievable in the NBA this year—
never before have there been so many
good teams competing with each
other night in and night out. The action all kicks off at 8 p.m. on Tuesday,
October 28 as the Celtics raise banner
number 17 and take on the Cavaliers.
Ifyou don 't want to watch and just
want to know how everything's going
to end up, I'll tell you right now.
Predictions:
Eastern Conference Finals: Boston
Celtics d. Cleveland Cavaliers in 6
games
Western Conference Finals: New
Orleans Hornets d. LA Lakers in 7
games
NBA Finals: Hornets d. Celtics in
6 games

If you watch
[LeBron
James's] games
in HD you can
actually see wet
spots left on the
floor by opposing players.

WOODSMEN IN NOVA SCOTIA

Alcoholics Anonymous
Tuesdays 12 to 1 p.m.
Philson Lounge

House of Pizza
207-873-4300

vVe Deliver until 2 am. and don 't for get to ask about our weekly specials!
10% off eat in and pick up with Colby ID

ow—iiof—Milium

Colby sent a women s' team and Jack and Jill team (co-ed) to compete
at the University of New Brunswick meet on the weekend of Oct. 11-12.

DEVASTATOR OF THE WEEK

Tom Milaschewski '09
SPORT:
Soccer

HOMETOWN:
A

^^

^\

^
0"fa "X

Colby's home record after
POSITION D
Milaschewski 's goal
KEY STATS: VoS
in the game-winning goal off of a corner kick at the
56th minute of the match.
WHY: In Saturday's game against Conn., captain
Milaschewski scored the winning goal to give the
Mules a 1-0 win over the Camels. The victory put
the Mules at 2-4 in the NESCAC and kept their playoff hopes alive.
NESCAC ROUND-UP
For the first time in almost two years, the Bowdoin field hockey team lost,
falling 2-0 to Trinity on Saturday in Brunswick. The Bantams' upset broke the topranked Polar Bears' 31-gamc winning streak, as well as their 39-game home winning streak that dated back to October of 2004. For perspective, those were the
days when the Curse still existed, Bush's approval rating was at 55 percent, and
Barack Obama had yet to set foot on the floor of the U.S. Senate, let alone lead the
race for the presidency.On Saturday,Bowdoin will try to start a new winning streak
when they travel to Mayflower Hill to face the Mules, yet it would be undoubtedly
pleasing to the entire conference if they the Polar Bears had to deal with a minor
losing streak first Game time is 11 am.. .On Friday, October 17, the Tufts women's
tennis doubles pair of sophomore Julia Browne and junior Meghan McCooey won
the Division III doubles title at the 2008 Intercollegiate Tennis Association National Small College Championships held in Mobile, Alabama at the CopelandCox Tennis Center.Their win marks the first national title for Tufts Tennis in the
history of the program. Interestingly, Browne and McCooey had been the ITA New
England runner-up at MIT on September 28 and were invited to attend the ITA
Small College Nationals only after the regional championship pair from Williams
declined to attend. The ITA National Small College Championships date back to
1986 and determines national champions for NCAA Divisions II and III , NA1A
and Junior/Community College. Those champions then compete to become the
overall national small college champs (for all divisions) in the ITA Super Bowl of
Small College Tennis (courtesy of Tufts Sports Information).
—Nick Cunkelman. Sports Editor

Field hockey goes
1-2 on the week
with an OT win

Women's cross
country wins
Maine meet
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MEN'S SOCCER

Mules edge past Camels
By DAVID LOWE
STAFF WRITER

The men 's soccer team had a busy
schedule these past two weeks. After
a win and a loss in two away games,
the Mules returned home for a win and
a tic this past weekend to return to
.500. The Mules are now 5-5-1 overall
and 1-4-1 in the New England Small
College Athletic Conference. Next
weekend is the team 's Code Blue
game {see article helow) against Bowdoin College. Colby likely needs to
win to stay in contention for the
NESCAC playoffs, and the team
would undoubtedly love the fan support for its last home game.
The first game of the fall break
weekend was against a University of

Southern Maine team that , like Colb>
at that time, was also 3-4-0. However,
USM was totally outmatched by the
Mules on the pitch. Colby out-shot the
Beavers 31-2 . with 14 shots on goal.
Three Mules each tallied two points
for Colby. Josh "The Junkyard Dog'
Lyvers ' 12 netted two goals. Andrew
Cheit '09 scored and assisted Lyvers
on the first goal , and Logan King '0?
chipped in with two assists. Duy Lyford ' 10 scored the fourth goal for the
Mules , assisted by King. The Mules
did most of their scoring late , with
three goals coming in the last ten minutes of the halves . Doug "Dougic
Fresh" Sibor * 10 earned the shutout ,
making two saves.
Last Saturday 's game came against
a 6-3 Amherst College team on Oct

Luc Bennett '09 receives a pass during the Mules '0-0 tie with Williams.
0

11 in Amherst. The Lord Jeffs were
coming off a 1-0 loss to Connecticut
College and thus began the game
playing with a vengeance. Amherst
notched two early goals, in the sixth
and 11th minutes. Amherst 's third
goal came from an awesome pass
from the feet of midfielder Chris
Skaync, and the Lord Jeffs tallied a
fourth goal shortl y thereafter. Colby
then got on the scoreboard right before halftimc with Cheit scoring on a
penalty kick. In the second half , the
Mules played the Lord Jeffs as evenly
as they have all year against a conference opponent. In fact, Colby has
outscored its opponents 8-6 in the second half this year. Nate Sciberling ' 11
also scored on a penalty kick to bring
Colby within striking distance with
ten minutes to go. Amherst added another goal in the 88th minute to put
the final score at 5-2. Dan Marden '10
and Sibor split time in net.
This Saturday 's game brought
Colby back to Scavcms field to host
Connecticut College for parents
weekend , and for most of the first
half it looked as if the Camels were
the stronger team. However, the Mule
defense and good hustle prevented
open shots for Conn., and kept them
off the scoreboard. Lucas Bennett
'09, a midfielder, zoomed back on defense to stop a breakaway after a
Camel toed the ball throug h an offside trap. King made some great
passes over the top that were nearly
assists but the Conn goalie was a step
too quick for the forwards to shoot.
Mike Baldwin '10 , a starter who
played solid defense all game had
praise for his center midfielders "In
the Conn, and Williams [College]
games Lucas Bennett and Logan
King p layed very well and controlled
the midfield. " First-years Blake
Drcssen and Lyvers played aggressively on the attack in the first half
but the Camel defense stopped them
See MEN'S SOCCER . Page 14

CYCLING

COURTESY OF MUA MASS!

Delia Massey '10 competes in the Eastern Collegiate Cycling Conference Championships at Sunday River.

The champs of the trails
Colby takes D-II
mountain bike
title, heads to K C
By NICK CUNKELMAN
SPORTS EDITOR

On the weekend of October 11-12,
the Colby cycling team competed in
the Eastern Collegiate Cycling Conference (ECCC) Championships at
Sunday River in Bethel, Maine. Judging by the name of the event, this likely
brings to mind tight spandcx, skinny
wheels, clip-in shoes and those goofy
hats with the tiny brims that the likes
of Ivan Basso or Alberto Contador
would wear. Not so. Unlike last spring,
when Colby cycling was busy eating
up the road courses around Dartmouth
University 's campus, these races were
all about gloves, shin guards, shocks
and flannel, though a little spandcx

Football trumps Hamilton 16-13
By CHRIS GORUD
STAFF WRITER

On Saturday, Oct. 18, the football
team dedicated its new field at Harold
Alfond Stadium with another victory,
its third in a row on the new surface,
this time over Hamilton College. The
Mules improved to 3-2 in front of a
full stadium for the homecoming
game as the season enters into its second half. The Mules are now in third
place in the New Eng land Small College Athletic Conference behind Trinity College and Amherst College as
they prepare to face rival Bates College in Lewiston this Saturday.
Overall, Head Coach Ed Mesticn is
pleased with the play thus far. "All in all
it wasa fine effort on the part of our kids,"
he said. "They continue to play their hearts
out and were rewarded once again for
their effort." Colby hopes to reap further
rewards as it competes for its first Colby-

Bowdoin-Bates Title crown since 2005.
Colby 's offense, led by quarterback
Patrick Burns ' I I , came out with a
promising attack in the first half
Burns had struggled to imp lement a
solid passing attack in the first four
games of the season, but on Saturday
was able to find his form and throw
for over 130 yards in the first half. For
its first score, Colby took over on offense with good field position and
capitalized on a long pass play to
Connor Walsh '12 to set up a touchdown run by Dan Prunier '10. Then,
once again, the Mules took advantage
of solid defensive play and turnovers
to jump out to an early lead. Burns
and the offense took over after an
early interception by Alex Halls '09
gave them great field position at the
Hamilton 39 yard line io set up a Victor Gagne field goal and a 9-0 lead.
Halls ' interception was just one of
many key plays by the experienced

defensive unit. Tom Daley '09 earned
NESCAC Defensive Player of the
Week honors for the second time as he
contributed an interception, fumble
recovery, and six tackles. Halls also
had six tackles and Chris Copeland
'09 added an interception and six
tackles in his own right to underscore
Mules' outstanding secondary play.
Later in the first half, Prunier was
able to tack on another touchdown for
the Mules after an efficient 60-yard
drive. Mestien noted: "We demonstrated a high level of complimentary
football in the first half and indeed
Burns eclipsed his season high in passing in just one half of play. With just
seconds left in the half, a nice return on
the ensuing kickoff led to a Hamilton
field goal. The score cut Colby 's lead to
16-3 as both teams went into the locker
rooms.
The second half appeared to be a
decidedly different game as the Mules
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Running back Dan Prunier '10 dives over the Hamilton defense to score his second touchdown of the game.

could not sustain their attack. Hamilton made some defensive adjustments
and filled in the holes in coverage that
Bums was able to exploit in the first
half. The Continentals brought a blitz
on almost every down, but Colby 's experienced offensive line was able to
protect the pocket for the most part.
Still , Hamilton linebackers got into the
backfield to force a number of errant
throws by Bums. Indeed, his first two
passes of the half went for interceptions , and Colby did not complete a
single pass for the remainder of the
game. Fortunately for the Mules, however, the defense continued to shine as
they held Hamilton at bay; the Continentals scored only one touchdown
after an interception put them with a
first and goal at the four-yard line.
Gagne emerged as a critical element of
Colby 's win as he was able to pin
Hamilton deep within its own territory
on two punts in the final five minutes.
The Mules ' defensive line was again
effective at containing the run and allowed only 38 yards on 20 rushes for
a sub-two yard average. This play
forced Jordan Eck. the Hamilton quarterback , to contend with the tough
Mule secondary.
"We lost some momentum offensively in the second half ," Mestieri
said, "but our defense was more than
up to the task." The coaching staff will
continue to lean on this experienced
defensive unit as they enter CBB play.
Next week Colby will travel to
Lewiston to play the Bobcats as the
team begins the in-state rivalry series
with Bates and Bowdoin. Bates has
been unable to produce a win thus far
and will enter with an 0-5 record
while Colby looks to continue its ascent up the NESCAC standings at 3-2.
Still , Mestieri urges the team and its
fans to not take the opposition lightly.
"Records mean little," he said. "Bates
is always at their best when they play
us, particularly down in Lewiston."

might have snuck in. Indeed, while the
rest of Colby was fall breaking on that
second weekend of October, the members of Colby cycling (applied mountain bike division) were either falling
or braking their way downhill over
Sunday River 's roots and rocks.
On Saturday morning, Sarah Hart
'10, Byron Mcinerth '09 and Delia
Massey '10 competed in the crosscountry event , which involved an extremely technical six-mile course.
Hart and Massey raced in the
women's A division , covering two
laps, while Meincrth competed three
laps f or the men 's A. It should be
noted that A is the toughest and most
competitive collegiate cycling category. The course involved sections
filled with roots and rocks, which
Massey deemed "intense," as well as
challenging uphills and steep singletrack downhills. Despite some gnarly
crashes, Massey placed ninth out of
12 and Hart finished eleventh. In the

I

men 's event, Meinerth placed tweni
eth out of 26 riders.
"[Our performance]was pretty goo
considering the intensity of the courand our lack of trails around Colby i
train on," Massey said. "I don't thir
any of us had ridden anything that can
close to the difficulty of that course "
On that same afternoon. Hart ar
Kevin Green '09 competed in the du
slalom event , which is similar to du
slalom skiing except that the ride
obviously race on mountain bike
The course included tight turns and
few jumps. Hart came in seventh ar
Green finished fourteenth out of 26
After the sun rose on Sundi.
morning. Hart, Massey, and Meiner
raced in the short track event , whk
was run on a half-mile course invol
ing a climb up a fire road and a vei
steep but technical root-covert
downhill. Indicative of the challeni
See CYCLING, Page 14

CODE BLUE

Code Blue is an initiative of the Student Athletics Advisory Coun!9 cil (SAAC) that promotes student attendance at home games. Each
isj sport will get one Code Blue game that SAAC will help advertise
and put on halftime events, give out free t-shirts, and sponsor cookouts before, during, and after each game. There will be music and
prizes given out to the winners of the halftime events, such as a juggling competition for soccer, a midfield open goal shot for field
hockey, and attempting field goals for football. The first Code Blue
games are coming up this weekend. Men 's and women 's soccer and
field hockey have games against Bowdoin and they want your support. Volleyball and football also have Code Blue games this fall
The volleyball game is at 4 p.m. in the Athletic Center on Nov. 1, and
the football game is at 1 p.m. on Nov. 8 at the new Alfond Stadium,
i where they
is at are
11 undefeated this year (3-0). This weekend, women's
soccer
a.m., followed by the men at 1:30 p.m. at Seavems
^
I field. Field hockey is playing at 11 a.m. on the turf. Code Blue tshirts
will
be
available
for $5 at the games. So come down, show
&jj
your school spirit , and cheer on your fellow classmates.
|
|

I THIS WEEK'S FEATURED GAMES
WOMEN'S SOCCER: SATURDAY AT IUOO AM
1FIELD HOCKEY: SATURDAY AT moo AM
IMEN'S SOCCER: SATURDAY AT 1:30 PM
VS. BOWDOIN

